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ABSTRACT 

Let X be a totally ordered set and consider the semigroups of order- 

decreasing(increasing) full (partial, partial one-to-one) transformations of X. In this 

Thesis the study of order-increasing full (partial, partial one-to-one) transformations 

has been reduced to that of order-decreasing full (partial, partial one-to-one) 

transformations and the study of order-decreasing partial transformations to that of 

order-decreasing full transformations for both the finite and infinite cases. 

For the finite order-decreasing full (partial one-to-one) transformation 

semigroups, we obtain results analogous to Howie (1971) and Howie and McFadden 

(1990) concerning products of idempotents (quasi-idempotents), and concerning 

combinatorial and rank properties. By contrast with the semigroups of order-preserving 

transformations and the full transformation semigroup, the semigroups of order- 

decreasing full (partial one-to-one) transformations and their Rees quotient semigroups 

are not regular. They are, however, abundant (type A) semigroups in the sense of 

Fountain (1982,1979). An explicit characterisation of the minimum semilattice 

congruence on the finite semigroups of order-decreasing transformations and their Rees 

quotient semigroups is obtained. 

If X is an infinite chain then the semigroup S of order-decreasing full 

transformations need not be abundant. A necessary and sufficient condition on X is 

obtained for S to be abundant. By contrast, for every chain X the semigroup of 

order-decreasing partial one-to-one transformations is type A. 

The ranks of the nilpotent subsemigroups of the finite semigroups of order- 

decreasing full (partial one-to-one) transformations have been investigated. 
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GLOSSARY OF NOTATION 

<A> the semigroup generated by A 

A* the upper saturation of A 

NO the smallest infinite cardinal 

AQE(S) the set of amenable elements of S 

Bn the nth Bell's exponential number 

A Green's relation defined by Z join 

19 starred Green's relation defined by Z* join fi't' 

dom a the domain of the mapping a 

E(S) the set of idempotents of S 

E(n, r) the two-sided ideal of E(In) consisting of elements a for which 

Jim al <r 

EP(n, r) the Rees quotient semigroup E(n, r) / E(n, r- 1) 

F(a) the set of fixed points of the mapping a 

f((X) the cardinal of F((x) 

Green's relation defined by Zn öff. 

`}G* starred Green's relation defined by V n, * 

idA the partial identity on A 

idrank S the idempotent rank of S 

IJ*(n, r) the cardinal of Jr in (In)1 

im a the image set or range of the mapping a 

In the symmetric inverse semigroup of Xn 

I(X) the symmetric inverse semigroup of X 

In the semigroup of order-decreasing partial one-to-one maps of Xn 

In the semigroup of order-increasing partial one-to-one maps of Xn 

9 Green's relation defined by equality of principal ideals 

S* starred Green's relation defined by equality of principal *-ideals 
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J*(a) the principal *-ideal generated by a 

J*(n, r) the cardinal of Jr in (Sn)1 

Jr the j*-class consisting of elements a for which Jim al =r 

K(n, r) the two-sided ideal of Tn consisting of elements a for which dim (XI <r 

K-(n, r) the two-sided ideal of Sn consisting of elements a for which Jim (xi <r 

K+(n, r) the two-sided ideal of Sn consisting of elements a for which 

Jim aj <_ r 
K(IXI, the two-sided ideal of T(X) consisting of elements a for which 

Jima <_ý 

K-(IXI, ) the two-sided ideal of S(X) consisting of elements a for which 

Jim aJ <4 

z Green's relation defined by equality of principal left ideals 

z* starred Green's relation defined by equality of principal left *-ideals 

La the Z*-class containing a 

L(n, r) the two-sided ideal of In consisting of elements a for which 

Jim al <_ r 

U (n, r) the two-sided ideal of I- consisting of elements a for which 

Jim al<_r 

L+(n, r) the two-sided ideal of In consisting of elements a for which 

dim aj <_ r 

L(IX+, 4) the two-sided ideal of I(X) consisting of elements a for which 

Jima <_ý 

L-(JXI, ) the two-sided ideal of I-(X) consisting of elements a for which 

Jim at <ý 

Il3 the set of natural numbers 

On the semigroup of order-preserving maps of XQ 

PJ*(n, r) the cardinal of J* in (Pn)1 

PK(n, r) the two-sided ideal of Pn consisting of elements a for which Jim aj <r 

PK-(n, r) the two-sided ideal of Pn consisting of elements a for which Jim cSr 
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PK+(n, r) the two-sided ideal of P+ consisting of elements a for which Jim aj <r 

Pn the partial transformation semigroup of Xn 

PPr the Rees quotient semi group PK(n, r) / PK(n, r- 1) 

PPr the Rees quotient semigroup PK-(n, r) / PK-(n, r- 1) 

P(X) the partial transformation semigroup of X 

MO the Rees quotient semigroup K(IXI, ýi) / K(IXI, ýi-1) 

q(n, r) the cardinal of AQE(L (n, r)) 

Qr the Rees quotient semigroup L(n, r) / L(n, r- 1) 

Q. the Rees quotient semigroup L _(n, r) / L-(n, r- 1) 

quaidrank S the quasi-idempotent rank of S 

Q(ýi) the Rees quotient semigroup L(IXI, ýi) / LQXI, ýi-1) 

IR the set of real numbers 

öi. Green's relation defined by equality of principal right ideals 

starred Green's relation defined by equality of principal right *- ideals 

Ra the Vu*-class containing a 

rank S the rank of S 

S a semigroup 

S1 a semigroup with identity 

S((X) the set of shifting points of the mapping a 

s((X) the cardinal of S((x) 

sh(n, r) the cardinal of the set {aE (S-)1 : s(a) =r- 1) 

sh(n, r) the cardinal of the set ja E (Pn)1 : s((x) = r) 

Is(n, r)) the signless or absolute Stirling number of the first kind 

Singe the subsemigroup of singular elements of Tn 

Sn the subsemigroup of order-decreasing elements of Sing� 

Sn the subsemigroup of order-increasing elements of Singe 

S (n, r) the Stirling number of the second kind 

S-(X) the subsemigroup of order-decreasing elements of T(X) 

S+(X) the subsemigroup of order-increasing elements of T(X) 
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Tn the full transformation semigroup of Xn 

Tn the full transformation semigroup of Xn 

T(X) the full transformation semigroup of X 

Xa totally ordered set 

IN the cardinal of the set X 

[X]Q the ascending factorial of x (of degree n) 

a cardinal number 

the immediate successor of E; 
_I 

in the set of cardinal numbers 

X0 a totally ordered set with a minimum element 0 

Xn the set (1,2, 
... , n) of first n natural numbers 

Xn Xn v (0) 

2 the set of integers 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1. Introduction 

Just as the study of (finite) symmetric and alternating groups forms an 

important part of group theory, so the study of various (finite) semigroups of 

transformations makes a significant contribution to semigroup theory. For one thing 

such semigroups are a rich source of examples. But it is also clear that they are worth 

studying in their own right as `naturally occurring' objects. In fact the study of 

semigroups of full (partial, partial one-to-one) transformations has been fruitful over 

the years. (See for example, Clifford and Preston [5,6], Howie [19,21-24], Howie, 

Robertson and Schein [27], Howie and McFadden [26], Gomes and Howie [15,16], 

Garba [11,12], Schein [31] and Tainiter [33]. ) 

Another important class which has aroused much interest in recent years is the 

class of semigroups of order-preserving transformations of a totally ordered set. (See 

for example, Howie [20], Howie and Schein [28], Schein [32], Gomes and Howie 

[17] and Garba [13,14]. ) 

In this introductory chapter a survey of some results concerning the full (partial, 

partial one-to-one) transformation semigroups and the semigroups of order-preserving 

transformations as well as abundant semigroups is presented. For elementary concepts 

and propositions as well as standard notation in Semigroup Theory see [5,6,21]. 

It has been known for many years that Singn, the semigroup of singular 

mappings of a finite set is generated by idempotents, and indeed that it is generated by 
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the n(n - 1) idempotents of defect d((x) _ IX \ im at = 1. The rank (idempotent rank) 

of a finite semigroup S is defined as the cardinality of a minimal generating set (of 

idempotents). The question of the rank of Singn does not seem to have been raised 

until the mid-eighties, when Gomes and Howie [16] proved that 

rank Singn = idrank Singe = n(n - 1)/2. 

This result was later generalised by Howie and McFadden [26] to the sernigroup 

K(n, r)=(aE Singn: (imof_ r), (2Sr<_n-1) 

where they showed that 

rank K(n, r) = idrank K(n, r) = S(n, r), 

where S(n, r) is the Stirling number of the second kind. Garba [11] considered the 

semigroup Pn of all partial transformations of Xn and showed that for the semigroup 

K'(n, r) =(aE Pn : Jim al < r) 

both the rank and the idempotent rank are equal to S(n + 1, r+ 1). 

Gomes and Howie [15), also examined the symmetric inverse semigroup In 

(= I(Xn)) consisting of all partial one-to-one maps of Xn and showed that the rank (as 

an inverse semigroup) of the inverse semigroup 

SIQ= (aE In: limUl! <n - 1) 

is n+1. Garba [13] generalised this by showing that for r=3, ... ,n-1 the rank of 

L(n, r)= (aE In : dimal <r} 

is 

n 
r)+1. 

In [201 Howie studied the semigroup Ox of singular order-preserving 

mappings of a totally ordered set X. In the finite case where we may assume that On 

is the set of singular order-preserving mappings of Xn ={1,2, ... , n}, Howie 

showed that On is a regular idempotent-generated subsemigroup of the full 

transformation semigroup on Xn. Howie also showed that 

-1, lOnl=(nn- 1) 
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IE(On)I = f2n - 1, 

where, for m>1, fm denotes the mth Fibonacci number. 

In another paper [17], Gomes and Howie investigated the rank of the 

semigroups On, POQ, SPOn (the semigroup of order-preserving full transformations, 

order-preserving partial transformations and order-preserving strictly partial 

transformations on Xn). They showed that the rank of On is n, that of POn is 

2n -I and SPOn has rank 2n - 2. The idempotent rank of On is 2n - 2, POn is 

idempotent generated and its idempotent rank is 3n - 2. The semigroup SPOn is not 

idempotent-generated and so the question of its idempotent rank does not arise. These 

results have been generalised by Garba [14], (in line with Howie and McFadden [26]). 

Let 

L(n, r)= {aE S: jimal5r and r<n-2). 
Then Garba showed that for S= On, the rank and the idempotent rank of L(n, r) are 

both equal to 
(i). For S= POn the rank and the idempotent rank are both equal to 

n 
J(kn)(k - 1) 

-1 k =r 
and for S= SPOn the rank and the idempotent rank are both equal to 

n-1 
ý(k)(r 

- 1)' 
k =r 

As remarked by Howie [25] another way of taking note of the order on a totally 

ordered set X is to consider the semigroups of order-decreasing (increasing) 

transformations. In [34,35] I considered Sn and In, the semigroups of order- 

decreasing full and partial one-to-one transformations of Xn respectively. Pin [291 has 

also considered both the monoids (i. e. semigroup with an identity) of order-preserving 

and order-increasing transformations of a finite totally ordered set in connection with 

formal languages. However, he referred to the order-preserving transformations as 
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increasing and our order-increasing transformations as extensive. 

In this Thesis we consider the semigroups of order-decreasing full (partial, 

partial one-to-one) transformations for both the finite and infinite cases. 

In Chapter 2, we consider the order-decreasing(increasing) finite full 

transformation semigroup K _(n, r) (K+(n, r), for, 1<r: 5 n- 1) and first show that 

K-(n, r) and K+(n, r) are isomorphic. Then we obtain results analogous to those of 

Howie [20] concerning products of idempotents in K _(n, r). We characterise the 

nilpotent elements of K-(n, r) and show that they form an ideal. We also characterise 

the Green's and starred Green's relations on K-(n, r) and hence show that K_(n, r) is 

a non-regular abundant semigroup for which J9* = j*. See the next section for a brief 

account of abundant semigroups. From the results obtained for the full transformation 

case we show how one can deduce the corresponding results for the partial case using 

Vagner's result in [39]. We obtain results analogous to those for K _(n, r) for the Rees 

quotient semigroup Pr = K-(n, r)/K-(n, r- 1). Finally, we characterise the minimum 

semilattice congruence on these semigroups. 

In Chapter 3 we consider the semigroup of order-decreasing(increasing) finite 

partial one-to-one transformations L-(n, r) (L+(n, r), for, 1 <_ r <_ n- 1) and obtain 

results analogous to those for the order-decreasing finite full transformations case 

studied in the previous Chapter. In particular we show that L-(n, r) and its Rees 

quotient semigroup Q. = L-(n, r)/L-(n, r- 1) are quasi-idempotent-generated type A 

semigroups. See the next section for a brief account of type A semigroups. 

We devote Chapter 4 to enumerative problems of a combinatorial nature, where 

we trivially obtain the order for Sn, (the semigroup of all singular order-decreasing 

transformations on Xn), the number of nilpotent elements in Sn and, perhaps less 

trivially, a formula for the number of idempotent elements of S. We also obtain some 

recurrence relations satisfied by the equivalences 

J*(n, r)=I(aE (Sn)-1 :aE Jr)) 
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_ J(a E (Sn)i : Jim al = r)ý 

sh(n, r) =Ita r=- (Sn)1 : s(a) =r-I 
and hence show that J*(n, r) and sh(n, r) are the eulerian number and the 

complementary signless Stirling number of the first kind respectively. Then we obtain 

analogous results for the partial and partial one-to-one cases, which involve the Bell's 

number (Bn) and the Stirling number of the second kind. 

In Chapter 5 we obtain results analogous to those of Howie and McFadden 

[26] for the finite semigroups of full (partial, partial one-to-one) order-decreasing 

transformations. In particular, we show that 

rank K-(n, r) = idrank K-(n, r) = S(n, r), 

rank PK-(n, r) = idrank PK-(n, T) = S(n + 1, r+ 1), 

n 
rank L-(n, r) = quaidrank L-(n, r) = 

(r 
1) r 

Moreover, we obtain the ranks of the nilpotent subsemigroups of the finite semigroups of 

order-decreasing full and partial one-to-one transformations as 

rank N(Sn) (n - 2)! (n - 2), 

rank N(In) = Bn - Bn_1. 

In Chapter 6 we consider the semigroup of order-decreasing infinite full 

transformation S-(X) and first characterise its Green's and starred Green's relations. 

Then we establish the Isomorphism Theorem between S-(X) and S_(Y) and hence 

show that S(X) and S+(Y) are isomorphic if and only if X and Y are order anti- 

isomorphic. By contrast with the finite case, in general S(X) need not be abundant for 

an arbitrary chain. Therefore we find a necessary and sufficient condition (on the chain 

X) for which S-(X) is abundant. Next we consider the subsemigroup K (IXE, ý) (and 

its Rees quotient semigroup P (ý), where ý <_ IXI) of the abundant semigroup S-(X). 

We characterise their Green's and starred Green's relations and hence show that 49 

9*. From the results obtained for the full transformation case we show how one can 

deduce the corresponding results for the partial case using Vagner's result in [39]. 
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In Chapter 7 we consider I-(X), (I+(X)) the sernigroup of order- 

decreasing(increasing) infinite partial one-to-one transformations and certain Rees 

quotient semigroup and obtain analogous results to the order-decreasing infinite full 

transformation case studied in the previous Chapter. However, most of the results for 

the order-decreasing infinite partial one-to-one case follow from the proofs of the 

corresponding results for the finite case studied in Chapter 3. A notable exception is the 

proof of the Isomorphism Theorem between F(X) and 1-(Y). 

2. Abundant semigroups 

The general study of abundant semigroups was initiated by Fountain [10] and 

therefore most of the results of this section are from [10]. 

On a semigroup S the relation 3* (R*) is defined by the rule that (a, b) E 

Z* (1t) if and only if the elements a, b are related by the Green's relation Z (It) 

in some oversemigroup of S. The join of the equivalences Z* and I* is denoted by 

J9 * and their intersection by W. A semigroup S in which each Z *-class and each 

1% *-class contains an idempotent is called abundant. For any result concerning Z* 

there is, of course, a dual result for It*. Evidently, Z* is a right congruence on S. 

The following lemma gives an alternative characterization of Z*. 

Lemma 1.2.1. [10, Lemma 1.1] Let a, b be elements of a semigroup S. 

Then the following are equivalent : 

(1) (a, b) E Z*; 

(2) for x, yES1, ax = ay if and only if bx = by. 

As in [10] we introduce *-ideals to obtain the starred analogue of the Green's 

* 
relation g. The Z *-class containing the element a is denoted by La. The 
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corresponding notation is used for the class of the other relations. We now define a left 

(right ) *-ideal of a semigroup S to be a left (right) ideal I of S for which Lac I 

(Ra c I) for all elements a of I. A subset I of S is a *-ideal if it is both a left 

*-ideal and a right *-ideal. The principal *-ideal J*(a) generated by the element a of 

S is the intersection of all *-ideals of S to which a belongs. The relation J* is 

defined by the rule that :a g* b if and only if J*(a) = J* (b). From [10, Lemma 1.71 

we have: 

Lemma 1.2.2. If a, b are elements of a semigroup S, then bE J* (a) if 

and only if there are elements ao, al, ... , an E S, xi, ... , xn , Yi, ' Yn E S1 such 

that a= a0, b=anand (ai, x1a; _ly; 
)E 19* for i=1, ..., n. 

Obviously, on any semigroup S we have Zc Z*. It is well known and easy 

to see that for regular elements a, bES, (a, b) EZ* if and only if (a, b) E Z. In 

particular, if S is a regular semigroup then (a, b) E 9C if and only if (a, b) E Yu*, 

where 9C is any of U, Z, Vt., J9 or 1. Moreover, in any semigroup S, 

9C c %*. In fact the starred relations play a role in the theory of abundant semigroups 

analogous to that of Green's relations in the theory of regular semigroups. 

In case of ambiguity we will denote the relation 9C* on S by %*(S). Clearly 

if U is a subsemigroup of S, then Z*(S) n (U X U) c Z*(U). In general, we do 

not have equality as the following example shows. 

Example 1.2.3. [10, Example 1.31 Let A be the free monoid on two 

generators x, y with identity 1 and let B= (e, f) be the two element left zero 

semigroup. Let S=AuB and define a product on S which extends those on A and 

B by letting 1 be the identity for S and by putting bw = b; wb =e if w begins 

with x, wb =f if w begins with y where bEB, wEA\ (1). It is routine to 
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check that S is a monoid. Since xe =e= xf but le ý if we have (x, 1) eZ *(S) 

so that Z*(S) n (A x A) #AxA= L*(A). 

However there are some cases where we do have equality. 

Lemma 1.2.4. [8, Lemma 1.6]. Let U be an abundant subsemigroup of an 

abundant semigroup S such that the idempotents of U form an order-ideal of those of 

S. Then 

Z*(S) n (U x U) = Z*(U). 

The lemma applies, in particular, to full subsemigroups and *-ideals of an 

abundant semigroup. By a full subsemigroup of a semigroup S we mean simply one 

which contains all the idempotents of S. Clearly, if S is abundant, then full 

subsemigroups and *-ideals are abundant. 

Next we describe another important class of subsemigroups (from [36, Section 

3) where we do have equality. 

Definition 1.2.5. Let S be a semigroup and let U be a subsemigroup of 

S. Then U will be called an inverse ideal of S if for all ueU, there exists u' ES 

such that uu'u =u and uu', u'u E U. Notice that an inverse ideal need not be an ideal 

as the next two examples show. 

Examples 1.2.6. (1) Every regular subsemigroup is an inverse ideal, 

however not every regular subsemigroup is an ideal. 

(2) Let B be the bicyclic semigroup and let B* ={ (m, n) EB: m >_ n 1. Then B* is a 

full subsemigroup of B and it is an inverse ideal since 

(m, n)(n, m) = (m, m) E B* 
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(n, m)(m, n) = (n, n) E B* 

for all (m, n) E B*. Notice that B* is non-regular and is not an ideal. In fact the only 

regular elements of B* are its idempotents. 

Lemma 1.2.7. Every inverse ideal U of a semigroup S is abundant. 

Proof. Since for all uEU, 

(u, u'u) E Z(S) and (u, uu') Eh (S) 

it follows that 

(u, u'u) E z* (U) and (u, uu') ER* (U). 

Hence every Z* -class and every Tt * -class of U contains an idempotent since uu', 

u'u are idempotents in U. Thus U is abundant.   

Lemma 1.2.8. Let U be an inverse ideal of a semigroup S. Then 

(1) z*(U)z(S)n (UxU) 

(2) R*(U)=R(S)n (U x U) 

(3) %*(U) = %(S) n (U X U). 

Proof. (1) Certainly, 

Z(S) rn (U x U) c Z*(U). 

Conversely, suppose that (a, b) EZ *(U) and aa', a'a EU where a', b' are 

elements in S such that aa'a =a and bb'b = b. Then 

(ä a, a) EZ (S) and (b, b'b) EZ (S) 

(a'a, a) E Z*(U) and (b, b'b) E Z*(U) 

(a'a, b'b) E Z*(U) (by transitivity) 

(a'a, b'b) EZ (U) 

(a'a, b'b) EZ (S) (since Z (U) cZ (S)n (U x U)), 
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and hence, 

(a, b) E Z(S) 

so that 

Z*(U) c Z(S) n (U X U) 

and the result follows. 

(2) The proof is similar to that of (1). 

(3) This is a simple set-theoretic consequence of (1) & (2).   

Corollary 1.2.9. Z*(U)=1ý*(S)n(Ux U), it *(U)=öý*(S)n(Ux U) 

and %*(U) _ %*(S) n (U x U). 

The following example [10, Example 1.111 shows that in general Z*o n* # 

lit *0 Z*. 

Example 1.2.10. Let A be the infinite cyclic semigroup with generator a 

and let B be the infinite cyclic monoid with generator b and identity e. Let S=Av 

Bu{1} and define a product on S which extends those on A and B and has 1 as 

the identity by putting ambn = bm+n, bnam = an+m for integers m>0 and n >_ 0 

where bO = e. 

It is routine to check that S is a monoid with idempotents 1, e. The Z*- 

classes of S are Au{1} and B, and the Tt *-classes of S are AvB and (1 }. 

Thus S is an abundant monoid. Furthermore, it is clear that on S, A* is the universal 

relation, while the %*-classes are { 1), A, B. We note that T 

since, for example, 1 L* a IV b but R1 n Lb is empty. 

A semigroup S with zero is 0- j*-simple if the only *-ideals of S are S, 

{01, and S2 # 10 }. Note that this does not entail S2 =S since the ideal S2 need not 
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be a *-ideal of S. In fact the six element semigroup S= {0, a, a2, b, c, d), where a. a 

= a. b = a. c = a2; d. a = d. b = d. c = a2; and all other products being 0 has Z*-classes: 

{0}, (a2, b, c), { a, d) and It*-classes: {0}, {a2, d{ a, b, c}. Thus S has *- 

classes: {0}, {a2, a, b, c, d}. However, S2 = 10, a2) ý S. A semigroup S is j*- 

simple if it has no proper *-ideals. Clearly S is J*-simple if and only if g* is the 

universal relation on S; S is 0-a*-simple if and only if S2 # (0), and {0), S\{0} are 

the only g*-classes of S. In a regular semigroup S all ideals are *-ideals so that in 

this case a (0)-g*-simple semigroup is just a (0)-simple semigroup. 

In a completely 0-simple semigroup the existence of a primitive idempotent 

implies regularity and that every non-zero idempotent is primitive. In contrast to this a 

semigroup may be 0-0*-simple and primitive but not abundant. An example is provided 

by adjoining a zero to a left cancellative monoid which is not cancellative. In fact as 

pointed out in [101 there are several analogues of complete 0-simplicity for 0-9*-simple 

semigroups. 

It is also the case that in general, on a semigroup S, J9 However we do 

have 

Lemma 1.2.11. [10, Proposition 4.1] On a primitive abundant 0- j*-simple 

. semigroup S, =9* . 

An abundant semigroup S in which E(S) is a semilattice is called adequate 

[9]. Of course inverse semigroups are adequate since in this case Z* =Z and It = 

It 
. As in [9] for an element a of an adequate semigroup S, the (unique) idempotent in 

the Z* -class (It * 
-class) containing a will be denoted by a* (a+). An adequate 

semigroup S is said to be type A if ea = a(ea)* and ae = (ae)+a for all elements a 

in S and all idempotents e in S. Notice that if S is adequate (type A), then full 

subsemigroups and *-ideals are adequate (type A). 



CHAPTER 2 

FINITE ORDER-DECREASING FULL TRANSFORMATION 

SEMIGROUPS 

1. Preliminaries 

Let Xn be a finite totally ordered set, so that effectively we may identify Xn 

with the set (1,2, 
... , n) of the first n natural numbers. Let Tn be the full 

transformation semigroup on Xn and let 

Singh ={aE Tn : dim al <_ n-1} 

be the subsemigroup of all singular self-maps of X. Let 

Sn = fa c= Singn : (for all xE Xn) xa 5 x} (1.1) 

Sn [a r= Singe: (for alixE Xn)x(X? x} (1.2) 

be the subsets of Singn consisting of all decreasing and increasing singular self-maps 

of Xn respectively. For 1 <_ r<n, let 

K(n, r)=(aE Tn: Jim (xl5r} (1.3) 

K-(n, r) aE (Sn)1 : Jim al :5 r} (1.4) 

K+(n, r) aE (Sn )l : Jim al <_ r} (1.5) 

Thus K_(n, n) = (S-)1, K _(n, n- 1) = Sn and each K-(n, r) is a two-sided ideal of 

(S- )1. 

Lemma 2.1.1. K(n, r) and K+(n, r) are isomorphic subsemigroups of 

Singh. 

Proof. Let a, ßE K-(n, r). Then for all xE Xn 

(x(X)ß<_xa<_x 

so that c4 E K-(n, r) as required. Similarly we can show that cE K+(n, r) for all 
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a, 0E K+(n, r). Thus K-(n, r) and K+(n, r) are subsemigroups of Singn. Now 

define a map 8: K-(n, r) -> K+(n, r) by 

8((X) =ä (a EK (n, r), (X E K+(n, r)) 

where 

iöc=n-(n-i+ 1)a+1 (i=1,2,..., n). 

Clearly 6 is a bijection and 

ia=n-(n-i+l)a+ 1>-n-(n-i+1)+ 1 =i. 

Moreover, 

(i(X)ß=n-(n-iii+ 1)ß+ 1 

=n- (n-[n-(n-i+ 1)a+1] + I}ß+ 1 

=n- (n-i+1)(4 +1 

= iaß. 

Thus 0 is an isomorphism.   

Remark 2.1.2. Notice that in view of the above lemma we can deduce the 

results for K+(n, r) from those for K-(n, r) respectively, in an obvious manner. 

Let us denote by f(a) the cardinal of the set 

F(a) ={x c- Xn : xa =x 

and establish the following basic lemma. 

Lemma 2.1.3. Let a, ßE K-(n, r). Then 

(1) F((xß) = F((x) n F(ß); 

(2) F((xj) = F(ßa). 

Proof. (1) First notice that for all a, ß c: K-(n, r) 

F((x) n F(ß) c F((xß). 

Conversely, let xE F((xß). Then 

xa(3=x, xa(3Sxa<_x 
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so that xa =x and xß = (x(x)ß = x. Hence 

F((Xß) 9 F(a) n F(13). 

Thus 

F(aß) = F((X) n F(ß). 

(2) F(ap) = F(a) n F(ß) = F(ß) n F(a) = F(ßa) (by (1)).   

Let us denote by s(a) the cardinal of the set 

S(a) ={xE Xn : xa # x}, 

and if we denote an element aeK -(n, r) by 

(Al A2 
... Ak)al 

a2 ... ak a= 

then A1, A2, ... , Ak are called the blocks of a, where Ai = aia-1 (or A; (x = a; ). 

Lemma 2.1.4. Let aE K-(n, r). Then 

(1) a is an idempotent if and only if (`d tE im (x), t= min {x: xE tä 1) 
, 

(2) a is an idempotent if and only if f(a) = dim al, 

(3) a is an idempotent if s(a) = 1, 

(4) a is an idempotent if f((x) = r. 

Proof. (1) First recall from [27, Section 2] that aE Sing,, is an idempotent if 

and only if every block of a is stationary, 

i. e., iff (Vt E im a) tE to 1, 

i. e., if (Vt E im (X) t= min{x :x r= tcc; 1 

since tE toc; -1 and xE tat; -1 implies that x? xa = to = t. 

(2) Again from [27, Section 2], aE Singn is an idempotent if and only if every block 

of a is stationary, 

i. e., iff (Vt E im (X) tE tot 1, 

i. e., iff f(a) = dim al. 

(3) Let S((X) = {u}. Then xa =x for all x0 S(a), and since ua #u we must have 

ua 0 S(a). Hence ua2 = ua. 
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(4) Since f((x) =r >_ Jim aj >_ f((x), it follows from (2) that a is an idempotent.   

Theorem 2.1.5. Let K -(n, r) be as defined in (1.4). Then every 

aEK -(n, r) is expressible as a product of idempotents in K-(n, r). 

Proof. Suppose that 
(a Ais2... 

ak 

)EK 
-(n, r) 

and let V(a) = S((x)n im a with vo = minV((x). Now define E, ß (respectively) by 

A; E=ti=min Ai (i= 1,..., k), 

xf ý_ vo (if xE v0a-1 u [v0) ) 

xa (otherwise. ) 

It is then clear that e2 = e, 0E K-(n, r) and s((3) = s(a) - 1. Moreover, 

Aieß = tip vo (if ti E vo(x-1) 
ai (otherwise. ) 

since v0 # t; (for all i). For if vo = t;, then we must have 

vo = voa or vo > voa E V(a) 

which is a contradiction in either case. Thus Eß = a, since 

A; a = vo = Ai¬ß (if t; E voa-1), 

A; a = a; = tip = A; eß (otherwise). 

The result now follows by induction.   

Define a map C (in K-(n, r)) by 

xc =1 for all xEX. 

Then for every a in K-(n, r) 

ac = ca = ý; 

so ý is the zero element of K -(n, r). 

An element a of K -(n, r) is called nilpotent if (xk =' (= 0) for some k >_ 1. The 
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next lemma gives us a complete characterization of nilpotent elements in K (n, r). 

Lemma 2.1.6. Let aE K-(n, r). Then a is nilpotent if and only if 

F(a) = (1). 

Proof. First suppose that a is nilpotent, with ak = C, and that be F(a). 

Then 

b=ba=... =bak=1. 

Conversely, suppose that F(a) = (1). Then x(x <x for all xE X�\ { 1) and 

the descent 

x>xa>xa2>... 

must terminate at 1; i. e. 

xak" =1 for some kX > 0. 

Let k= max (kx :xE Xn). Then 

xak =I for all xE Xn, 

and hence a is nilpotent.   

Lemma 2.1.7. Let N(K-(n, r)) a r= K-(n, r) : F((x) 1}}. Then 

N(K-(n, r)) is an ideal of K"(n, r). 

Proof. Let aE N(K-(n, r)) and f3 E K-(n, r). Then since xcc(3 5 x(X <x 

for all xE Xn \{1}, it follows that aß E N(K-(n, r)). To show that ßa E 

N(K-(n, r)), again consider xE Xn \{1}. If x(3 =1 then 

xßa=1<x; 

if xß #1 then 

xßa<xß 5x. 

In both cases xßa < x. Hence F(ßa) = (1) and so ßa E N(K (n, r)) as required.   
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2. Green's and starred Green's relations 

To avoid excessive use of notation K-(n, r) might be abbreviated to K-, and 

similar abbreviations will occur throughout the remainder of the text. 

Lemma 2.2.1. Let a, ßE K-(n, r). Then 

(1) ((X, ß) E öi. if and only if a=0; 

(2) ((X, (3) EL if and only if im a= im 0 and min zci 1= min z(3-1 for all z in 

im a. 

Proof. (1) Suppose that (a, (3) E It. Then there exists S, y in (K-(n, r))1 

such that aS =0 and ßy = a. However, for all x in Xn, 

XP = (xa)S S xa, xa = (xß)y < xß. 

Thus xa = xß for all x in Xn and so a=P. 

(2) Suppose that im a= im (3 and that min zc 1= min z071 for all z in im a. Let 

uZ = min zä 1 (= min zV 1) and define S, y by 

xS = uZ (x E zog 1, zE im (X) 

yy = UZ (YE zß-1, ZE imp). 

Clearly, S, yE K(n, r) and a= Sß, ß = ya. Thus (a, ß) E Z. 

Conversely, suppose that (a, ß) EZ (K-). Then since 

Z (K-) c (Tn) n (K" x K-) 

we have im a= im ß, by [20, Ex. II. 10]. Moreover there exists S, y in (K-(n, r))1 

such that a= y(3 and ß= Soc. Let ZE im a= im 3 and let y= min zä-1. Then 

yYß =ya=z, 

and so 

YY E z13-1 
Hence 

y>yy>min zp-i 

That is, min zc 1 >_ min z13-', and we can similarly show that 
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min zVI ? min zcc; I. 

Thus 

min zc 1= min zß-1, 

as required.   

Since 19 =g on any finite semigroup (by [20, Proposition 11.1.5]), then we 

immediately deduce the following corollary: 

Corollary 2.2.2. On the semigroup K-(n, r), %= It and Z= JJ = 9. 

Remark 2.2.3. Notice that since K _(n, r) contains some non-idempotent 

elements then by Lemma 2.2.1 above not every It -class of K-(n, r) contains an 

idempotent. Hence K-(n, r) is non-regular. 

Recall that a subsemigroup U (of a semigroup S) is said to be an inverse ideal 

of S if for all uEU, there exists u' ES such that uu'u =u and uu', u'u r= U. 

We now have 

Lemma 2.2.4. K-(n, r) is an inverse ideal of Tn. 

Proof. For a given aE K"(n, r) define a' by 

xa' = min(y :yE xa-1 ) (for all xE im (x), 

xa' =1 (otherwise). 

Then clearly aa'a = a. Moreover, for all xE im a 

xa'a =x and ya'a =1<y (for all y im (x). 

And for all x 

xaa' = min {y: yE (xa)(x-1) <_ x. 

Thus a'a, aa' E K-(n, r) since dim a'i = Jim al (from the construction of a'). It 

now follows that K-(n, r) is an inverse ideal as required.   
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Hence by Lemmas 1.2.7 & 1.2.8 and [20, Proposition II. 4.5 and Ex. II. 10] 

we obtain the next two results: 

Theorem 2.2.5. For r>2 let K-(n, r) be as defined in (1.4). Then 

K-(n, r) is a non-regular abundant sernigroup. 

Lemma 2.2.6. Let a, ßE K_(n, r). Then 

(1) ((x, ß) EZ "` if and only if im a= im ß; 

(2) ((x, 13) E IV if and only if ao cc-1 =ßo 

(3) (a, ß) E %* if and only if im a= im (3 and ao ä-1 =ßo ß-1 

Now since for regular elements a, b in a semigroup S 

(a, b) E 3t if and only if (a, b) E It *, 

then by Lemma 2.2.1(1) we deduce that: 

Lemma 2.2.7. Every It *-class of K-(n, r) contains a unique idempotent. 

Now we begin the characterization of A* on K-(n, r) by first proving these 

two simple but rather technical lemmas. 

Lemma 2.2.8. Let aE K-(n, r) with (im al = k. Then there exists ß in 

K- (n, r) with im ß={1, 
... , k} such that ((x, ß) E öff. * 

Proof. Suppose that 

a= 
( 

ai ... ak 
)EK (n° r) 

and that min Ai+l > min Ai for all i=1, ... ,k-1. Then it is clear that min Ai >i (for 

i=1,2, ... , k). Define 13 by 

Aiß=i (i=1,..., k). 

Then PE K-(n, r) and (a, ii) E IL * (by Lemma 2.2.6).   
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Let ßk be the equivalence on XQ whose classes are { 1, ... ,n-k+ 11, 

{n-k+2),..., {n). Note that lXn/ßkl=k. 

Lemma 2.2.9. Let aE K(n, r) with im a= (al, ... , ak ) such that 1= 

al < a2 < ... < ak. Then there exists ß in K-(n, r) with (3 0 ß-1 = 6k such that 

(a, ß) E Z* 

Proof. Define (3 (in K-(n, r)) by 

(n-i)ß=ak_; (i=0,1,..., k-2), 

jß=a1=1 (j5n-k+1). 

Then clearly Po (3-1 = ok and ((x, P) EZ (by Lemma 2.2.6).   

On the semigroup K-(n, r), define a relation }C by the rule that 

(a, (3) E `}G if and only if Jim aj = Jim 01. 

Then clearly gC is an equivalence relation containing both Z* and n *. In fact 

J9 *cY. since J9 * is the smallest equivalence relation containing both x and 

Öff. * 

Lemma 2.2.10. C=lt*oZ*olt*=Zi*oft*oZ*=J9* 

Proof. Suppose that (a, (3) E `}G, so that Jim ai = Jim ßI =k (say). Then 

there exists S, yE K-(n, r) with im S= im y={1, ... , k) such that (U, 8) E It 

and (y, 13) ET* (by Lemma 2.2.8). However, since im S= im y implies (6, y) EZ 

(by Lemma 2.2.6) we have a It* 8Z*yWP. Thus 

9Ccäri. *oZ 07i, *. (1) 

Conversely, suppose that ((X, ß) E 7ß. *o*o öi. ". Then there exist S, yE 

K-(n, r) such that aI*8 Z* II*P. Hence 

Jim al=Jim S1, im S=imy and Iimdim(3(, 

and so Jim aI _ Jim J31. Thus 
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iK *. Z*. TV cx 

From (1) and (2) we deduce that 
Y= It* 

O 
Z* 

O 
W. 

Similarly, suppose that ((x, (3) E 9C, so that Jim al = (im PI =k (say). Then 

there exists S, yE K-(n, r) with So 871 = ßk = 'YO 'rl, ((X, S) EZ* and (y, ß) E 

Z* (by Lemma 2.2.9). However, since So S-I = 'y or1 implies (8, y) E öt * (by 

Lemma 2.2.6) then we have aZ*S öi, * 'y Z*P. Thus 

%gr. *, IV 0Z*. (3) 

Conversely, suppose that ((x, ß) EZ*o öi, *o Z". Then there exist 6, 'y E 

K-(n, r) such that aL*S It *yZ*P. Hence 

im a= im S, Jim 51 = Jim yJ and im y= im ß, 

and so Jim aJ = (im (31. Thus 
'i*o u. Il i*cY. (4) 

From (3) and (4) we deduce that 

`K=Z*0 p, *0 Z*. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, note that from the inequalities 

S =V. 
*ori*o IV =zi*o . 

*oxi*C. q* 

we deduce that . 9* = ? C=It*oxi*o1%*=Z*oI%*. Z*.   

Corollary 2.2.11. ((X, ß) EA* if and only if dim at = Jim PI for all 

a, (3 E K(n, r). 

Recall that the relation 0* is defined by the rule that a S* b if and only if 

J" (a) = J*(b), where J'`(a) is the principal *-ideal generated by a. 

Lemma 2.2.12. Let a, 0EK -(n, r). If aE J*((3) then (im of 5 dim (3l. 

Proof. Suppose that aE J*(ß). Then (by Lemma 1.2.2) there exist 

ß0, ß1, 
..., NmE K(n, r), 81,..., Sm, 71,..., ymE (K-(n, r))1 such that ß=ßo, 
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a= (3r� and (ßi, 8i(3i_l yi) E l9" for i=1, 
... , m. So by Corollary 2.2.11 

Jim ß; f = Jim(5; ßi_i7i)I ,!! ý Jim Pi-11 for all i=1, ... , m. 

Hence 

Jim a) S Jim ßJ.   

Lemma 2.2.13 On the semigroup K-(n, r), A* = S*. 

Proof. Note that we need only show that 9* c J9* (since JJ*c 9*). So 

suppose that (a, ß) E 9*, so that J*((X) = J'`(ß). Then aE J*(ß) and 0E J*((x), and 

by Lemma 2.2.12 this implies that 

Jim al5Jim ßI, 'im(3ISJimaI. 

Thus 

(im al = Jim 01, 

and so ((x, )E A" by Corollary 2.2.11.   

We observe that K-(n, r) is a *-ideal since it is a union of g*-classes (of Sn ) 

*** J1, J2, ... , Jr 

where 

Jk (x E K-(n, r): Jim al =k). 

Finally (in this section) we show by an example that in the semigroup K-(n, r), 

(n>3&r>2) r*oZ*#A*; &z*oöt*. 

Example 2.2.14. Let a, 0E K-(n, r) be defined (respectively) by 

xa={1 
(if x= 1) ß= jn (if x= n) 

2 (if x# 1) x11 (if x# n). 

Then clearly ((x, ß) E J9" and if (a, (3) E It* oZ*, then there must exist 7 in 

K -(n, r) such that a ! K* yZ*P. However, by Lemma 2.2.6 y can either be 
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l {2,... n) 1 {2,..., n) (1 
n} or n1} 

and in both cases y v- K-(n, r) (since n >_ 3). Hence A*# Tt *oZ*. 

Similarly, (ß, (x) EA*, and if ((3, (X) ET*on* then there must exist SE 

K-(n, r) such that Z*8 It * a. Again by Lemma 2.2.6 8 can either be 

1 {2,... n} 1 
or 

( {2,... n} (1 
n)n1} 

and in both cases 8eK -(n, r) (since n >_ 3). Hence A g& Zo It 

Remark 2.2.15. Notice that the results obtained for K-(n, r) in this section 

and the previous one are extensions of the results obtained for Sn in [34]. 

3. Rees quotient semigroups 

Now since K _(n, r) is a two-sided ideal let 

Pr = K(n, r)/K(n, r- 1) 

Pr = K- (n, r)/K (n, r- 1) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

be the Rees quotient semigroups on the two-sided ideals K(n, r), K-(n, r) 

respectively. Then P. is an idempotent-generated completely [0-] simple semigroup 

whose non-zero elements may be thought of as the elements of Tn of rank r 

precisely. The product of two elements of Pr is 0 whenever their product in Tn is of 

rank strictly less than r. Similarly Pr is an idempotent-generated (by Theorem 2.1.5) 

Rees quotient semigroup whose non-zero elements may be thought of as the elements 

of Sn of rank r precisely. The product of two elements of PI is 0 whenever their 

product in Sn is of rank strictly less than r. 

Since there are several analogues of complete 0-simplicity for 0-9*-simple 

semigroups we content ourselves with showing that Pr is a primitive abundant 0-E*- 

simple semigroup. But first let us characterize the Green's relations on P. 
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Lemma 2.3.1. Let a, ßE Pr. Then 

(1) ((x, ß) E if and only if a=ß; 

(2) ((x, (3) E if and only if im a= im (3 and min zä-1 = min z(3-1 for all z in 

im a. 

Proof. (1) The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.2.1(1). 

(2) The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.2.1(2).   

Corollary 2.3.2. On the semigroup Pr, %= It and Z= L9 = j. 

Lemma 2.3.3. Pr is an inverse ideal of Pr. 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.2.4.   

Hence by Lemmas 1.2.7 & 1.2.8 and [5, Lemmas 10.55 & 10.56] we deduce 

the following result: 

Theorem 2.3.4. Let Pr be as defined in (3.2). Then Pr is a non-regular 

abundant semigroup. Moreover, for a, PC= Pr we have 

(1) (a, ß) E* if and only if im a= im ß; 

(2) (a, ß) E Ii. * if and only if ao a-1=ßo 

(3) (a, ß) E %* if and only if im a= im ß and ao a-1= o ß-1. 

Using the same techniques as in Section 2 we obtain a characterization of the 

relation J9* on P. In fact the proof is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 2.2.10. 

Lemma 2.3.5. On the semigroup Pr, we have the following: 

(1) jg*=r *oxi*o IV =Ti*o it*o ? ä*, 

(2) (a, ß) E . 6* if and only if Jim of = Jim 01 for all a, ßEP. 
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Theorem 2.3.6. Let Pr be as defined in (3.2). Then Pr is a primitive 

abundant 0 *-bisimple semigroup. 

Proof. Notice that it only remains to show that E(Pr) is primitive. However, 

since E(Pr) is primitive and E(Pr) c E(Pr), it follows that E(Pr) is primitive.   

Theorem 2.3.7. Let Pi be as defined in (3.2) and let N(Pr) _ (a e Pr 

f(a) <r}. Then 

(1) a is nilpotent if and only if aE N(Pr ); 

(2) N(Pr) is an ideal of Pr. 

Proof. First notice that for all a, (3 e Pr 

F((x(3) = F(a) n F(ß) = F(ß) n F((x) = F(ß(x). 

(1) Let aE Pr be such that f((x) < r. Then ak is an idempotent (for some k> 1) 

since Pr is finite. Moreover, f((Xk) = f((x) <r, so that ak =0 (since 0 is the only 

idempotent in Pr for which f(a) < r). Hence a is nilpotent. 

(2) Let ae N(P. ) and (3 E P. Then clearly f((x(3) = f(pa) < r, so that a(3, (3a E 

N(PT) as required.   

4. Finite order-decreasing partial transformations. 

From the results obtained for the full transformation case it is shown in this 

section that we can deduce the corresponding results for the partial case using Vagner's 

result in [39]. Let Pn be the zero stabilizer subsemigroup of TO, the full 

transformation semigroup on X0 (= Xn U (01) excluding the identity transformation, 

let Pn be the semigroup of all partial transformations on Xn and let 

Cc 

be the subsemigroup of strictly partial transformations on Xn. Let (S0)_ be the 

semigroup of order-decreasing full transformations of X0 and let 
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Pn={aE SPQ: (Vxe doma)xa_x}u (0) (4.1) 

Pn = {aE SPn: (VxE doma)xa>x} u (0) (4.2) 

be the subsets of SPn consisting of all order-decreasing strictly partial transformations 

of Xn (including the empty or zero transformation) respectively. Also let 

PK(n, r) ={aE Pn : Jim at <_ r) (4.3) 

PK (n, r) aE (Pn)1 : Jim (xJ S r} (4.4) 

PK+(n, r) (X E (Pn )1: Jim aJ <_ r) (4.5) 

Thus PK-(n, n) = (P-)1, PK-(n, n- 1) = Pn and each PK-(n, r) is a two-sided ideal 

of (P-) I. Now since PK-(n, r) is a two-sided ideal let 

PPr(n) = PK(n, r)/PK(n, r- 1) (4.6) 

PPI(n)= PK-(n, r)/PK-(n, r- 1) (4.7) 

be the Rees quotient semigroups on the two-sided ideals PK(n, r), PK-(n, r) 

respectively. 

Lemma 2.4.1. Let P (n, r) = {a E Pn : (im (x) <_ r) and let P. (n) _ 

P*(n, r)/P*(n, r- 1). Then K-(n + 1, r) c P* (n, r) and Pr(n + 1) c Pr (n). 

As in [11] we now record the result of Vagner [39] (also to be found in 

[6, p. 254]) restricted to the finite case. 

Theorem 2.4.2. For each aE Pn, define the transformation a* of X0 by 

xa* 
xa (if xE dom a) 
0 (if xo dom (x) 

Then a* belongs to the subsemigroup P* of TO. 

Conversely, if (3 E Pn, then its restriction to Xn, ß'Xn =ßn (Xn X Xn), is 

a partial transformation of Xn. The domain of 1IXn is the set of all x in Xn for 

which xß # 0. Then the mappings a -a a* and ß- P'Xn are mutually inverse 

isomorphisms of Pn onto Pn and vice-versa. 
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From Lemma 2.4.1 and Theorem 2.4.2 we observe that the isomorphism 

a -ý a" maps PK-(n, r) onto K-(n + 1, r+ 1); and PPr(n) onto Pj+l(n + 1) 

since for all xE dom a 

xa" <_ x if and only if xcc <x 

and 

xa* = 0S x (for all x dom (x). 

For convenience we record this as a corollary. 

Corollary 2.4.3. Let 0: a -p a* be the isomorphism defined in Theorem 

2.4.2. Then (PK-(n, r))8 = K-(n + 1, r+ 1), (K (n + 1, r+ 1))8-1 = PK-(n, r), 

(PPr(n))O = Pr+i(n + 1) and (Pr+l(n + 1))8-1 = PPr(n). 

Now let PS-(n, r) be any of the semigroups PK-(n, r) or PP. (n) for 1 <_ r <_ 

n-1. Immediate consequences of Corollary 2.4.3 are the following: 

Theorem 2.4.4. Let PS (n, r) be any of the semigroups PK (n, r) or 

Pei(n) for 1 <_ r: 5 n-1. Then 

(1) PS (n, r) is idernpotent-generated; 

(2) PS-(n, r) is It -trivial; 

(3) (a, ß) EZ if and only if im a= im 0 and min za-1 = min zß-1 for all 

zE im a (a, (3 E PS-(n, r)). 

Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 2.1.5, while (2) & (3) follow Lemma 

2.2.1.   

Corollary 2.4.5. On the semigroup PS (n, r), %= öt and 33 = t9 = S. 

Lemma 2.4.6. Let ae PK-(n, r) or PPr(n). Then a is nilpotent if and 

only if f((x) =0 or f((x) <r respectively. 
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Proof. These follow from Lemma 2.1.6 and Theorem 2.3.7(1) respectively.   

Lemma 2.4.7. Let N(PK-(n, r)) = {a E PK-(n, r) : f((x) = O}and let 

N(PP, (n)) _ {a E PP, (n) : f((x) < r). Then N(PK-(n, r)) is an ideal of PK-(n, r) 

and N(PPr(n)) is an ideal of PPr(n). 

Proof. These follow from Lemmas 2.1.7 and Theorem 2.3.7(2) 

respectively.   

Theorem 2.4.8. Let PS-(n, r) be any of the semigroups PK-(n, r) or 

PP; (n) for1 <r Sn-1. Then PS (n, r) is a non-regular abundant semigroup and for 

a, ßE PS-(n, r) we have 

(1) ((x, ß) E It* if and only if ao a-1 =ßo ß-1; 

(2) ((x, ß) E Z* if and only if im a= im ß; 

(3) ((x, ß) E %* if and only if aoC1 =ßoß-1 and im a= im ß; 

(4) (a, E J9 * if and only if Jim aJ = Jim ß1; 

(5) A*V. 

Proof. That PS-(n, r) is a non-regular abundant semigroup follows from 

Theorems 2.2.5 & 2.3.4; (1) & (2) follow from Lemma 2.2.6 and Theorem 2.3.4; (3) 

follows from (1) & (2) while (4) & (5) follow from Corollary 2.2.11 and Lemmas 

2.2.1 3&2.3.5.   

Remarks 2.4.9. (a) Results for PS+(n, r) could be deduced from the 

corresponding results for PS-(n, r). 

(b) The results obtained in this section and the previous one are to appear in [371. 
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5. The minimum semilattice congruence 

Let S -(n, r) be any of the semigroups K-(n, r) or Pr-(n) for 1<r<n and 

define a relation p# on S -(n, r) by the rule that 

a p# ß iff F((x) = F(ß) (5.1) 

Lemma 2.5.1. Let p# be as defined in (5.1). Then p# is a semilattice 

congruence on S-(n, r). 

Proof. Clearly p# is an equivalence relation. To show that p# is left 

compatible, let a p# 0, i. e. F((x) = F((3). However for all yE S-(n, r) 

F(ya) = F(y) n F(a) = F(y) n F(ß) = F(yß) 

(by Lemma 2.1.3). We can similarly show that p# is right compatible. Hence p# is a 

congruence. Moreover, p* is a semilattice congruence since (by Lemma 2.1.3(2)) 

F(a(3) = F(ßa) (for all a, ß r= K-(n, r)).   

Lemma 2.5.2. Let E, il e- E(S-(n, r)). Then (c, T) E p# if and only if 

(£, Tl)E Z*. 

Proof. Let E, il E E(S (n, r)). Then 

(E, 11) E p# iff F(E) = F(r) 

i. e. iff imc=imrl 

i. e. iff (e, T) E Z*.   

Let E(In-1) be the semilattice of all partial identities on Xn_1 and let 

E(n - 1, r) =(a (=- E(In_1) : Jim al <_ r). 

Then writing EP(n - 1, r) for E(n - 1, r) / E(n - 1, r- 1), we have 

Lemma 2.5.3. K-(n, r) /p# - E(n - 1, r) and Pr(n) /p# - EP(n - 1, r). 
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Proof. From each ap# (in K -(n, r)/p#) choose an element Ca, defined by 

x (if xE F(a)) 
xEOL 11 (otherwise) 

It is clear that (for all (x, (3 E K-(n, r)) 

Eaeß = £aß = Eßa = eß£a (by Lemma 2.1.3) 

so that U= {Ea : (x EK -(n, r)) is a semilattice isomorphic to E(n - 1, r) (since 1E 

F(a), for all aE K-(n, r)). Moreover, the map ap# -a Ea, from K-(n, r)/p# onto U 

is an isomorphism. Hence 

S (n, r)/p# - U=E(n - 1, r). 

Similarly we can show that 

Pr(n) /p# - EP(n - 1, r). 

Thus the proof is complete.   

Now for a given aES (any finite semigroup), let eck =F -(x E(S) for some 

k >_ 1. Then we have the following result: 

Lemma 2.5.4. Let p be a semilattice congruence on a semigroup S. Then 

(a, E(x) ep for all aES. 

Proof. Since p is a semilattice congruence, then for all aeS 

ap = ((Xp)2 = alp 

Op =akp (Vk _ 1. ) 

Therefore ((X, Ca) Ep for all aES.   

Thus we now have the main result of this section: 

Theorem 2.5.5. Let S-(n, r) be any of the semigroups K -(n, r) or Pr(n) 

for 1SrSn and let p# be as defined in (5.1). Then p# is the minimum semilattice 
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congruence on S -(n, r). Moreover, the maximum semilattice image of S(n, r) (P, (n)) 

is E(n - 1, r) (EP(n - 1, r)). 

Proof. Since we have already shown that p# is a semilattice congruence it 

now remains to show that for any semilattice congruence p on S-(n, r)), p# c p. So 

suppose that (a, P) E p#. Then (ca, eß) E p# (by Lemma 2.5.4) and (ea, E¢) E äG 

(by Lemma 2.5.2), so that 

(E(X)P = (E(XEß)P = (Ea)P(Eß)P = (F-3)P(Ea)P = (E3£(x)P = (E )P" 

Hence 

((X, ß) EP 
since 

(a, Ea) Ep, (E(X, Eß) EP, (Eß, P) EP 

by Lemma 2.5.4. Thus 

P# cp 

as required. 

The last statement of the theorem that the maximum semilattice image of 

S -(n, r) (Pr(n)) is E(n - 1, r) (EP(n - 1, r)) follows from Lemma 2.5.3.   



CHAPTER 3 

FINITE ORDER-DECREASING PARTIAL ONE-TO-ONE 

TRANSFORMATION SEMIGROUPS 

1. Preliminaries 

Let Xn ={1, ... , n}, let In be the symmetric inverse semigroup on X,,, and 

let 

SI� = (a E In : jdom of :n- 1) 

be the subsemigroup of strictly partial one-to-one self-maps of Xn. Also let 

In={ aE SIn: (for all xE Xn)x(x5x)u{Q) (1.1) 

In ={aE SIE: (for all XE Xn)xa 
_ x}u(Q) (1.2) 

be the subsets of Si, consisting of all order-decreasing and order-increasing partial one- 

to-one maps both including the empty or zero map of Xn respectively. For 15 r5 n, 

let 

L(n, r) ={a r= In: Iim al < r} (1.3) 

U(n, r) ={aE (In )1 : dim al r) (1.4) 

L+(n, r) ={aE (In )l : Jim al <_ r) (1.5) 
Thus L _(n, n) _ (I-)1, L(n, n- 1) = I- and each L _(n, r) is a two-sided ideal of (I-)1. 

Lemma 3.1.1. L -(n, r) and L+(n, r) are isomorphic subsemigroups of 

SIn. 

Proof. Let a, ßE L-(n, r). Then for all xE dom aß 

(xa)(3<_xa<_x 

so that (x pEL -(n, r) as required. Similarly we can show that cc(3 e L+(n, r) for all 

a, ßE L+(n, r). Thus L-(n, r) and L+(n, r) are subsemigroups of SIn. Now define 
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a map 0: U (n, r) --4 L+(n, r) by 

0(a) =ä (a eU (n, r), äE L+(n, r)) 

where 

iä. =n- (n -i+ 1)(x+ 1 (i c dom cc). 

Clearly 0 is a bijection and 

ict=n-(n-i+ 1)a+ 1 >-n-(n-i+ 1) +1 =i. 

Moreover, 

(i(X)(3=n-(n-ic. + 1)ß+ 1 

=n- {n-[n-(n-i+ l)a+1] + 1)(3+ 1 

=n- (n - i+ 1)aß+1 

= iaß. 

Thus 0 is an isomorphism.   

Remark 3.1.2. (a) In view of the above Lemma results for L+(n, r) can be 

deduced from those for L -(n, r) in an obvious manner. 

(b) It is easy to see that L -(n, r) is a full subsemigroup of L(n, r). Hence E(L (n, r)) 

is a semilattice. 

Recall that f(a) is the cardinal of the set 

F(a)=(xE XQ: xa=x}. 

Lemma 3.1.3. Let a, ßE L-(n, r). Then 

(1) F((xß) = F((x) n F(ß); 

(2) F((xß) = F((3a). 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.1.3.   

It is clear that U (n, r) cannot be idempotent-generated, since E(L (n, r)) is a 

semilattice and it is not nilpotent-generated as we shall see later. However if we define a 
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quasi-idempotent as an element a for which (a2)2 = a2; i. e., a2 is an idempotent, 

then we see that L-(n, r) is generated by its set of quasi-idempotents. Clearly all 

idempotents are quasi-idempotents but not vice-versa. Notice also that in L(n, r), 

a4 = a2 implies that a3 = a2 since 

xa2 >_ xa3 > xa4 (x E dom a2. ) 

Now we begin our investigation by characterising quasi-idempotents in L-(n, r). 

But first recall that s((x) is the cardinal of the set 

S(a) _{xEX: xa #xI. 

Lemma 3.1.4. Let ac L-(n, r). Then the following statements are 

equivalent 

(1) a is a quasi- idempotent 

(2) xE S((x) implies xa e dom a; 

(3) S((x)a n dom a is empty; 

(4) S((x) n im a is empty. 

Proof. (1) = (2) First notice that if a is an idempotent in L _(n, r) then 

S(a) is empty and there is nothing to prove. On the other hand if a is a (non- 

idempotent) quasi-idempotent in L_(n, r) then for all x in S((x), xa # x. If xa is in 

dom a then xa # xa2 (since a is one-to-one) and 

x>xa>xc2, 

which is a contradiction as xa2 = x, so xa e dom a. 

(2) = (3) This is clear. 

(3) = (4) If yE S(a) n im a then y= xa for some x. Since yE dom a we must 

have that ye S(a)a (by (3)). Therefore y=x and so y= ya which contradicts the 

assumption that ye S(a). 

(4) = (1) Suppose that S((x) n im a is empty, and let yE dom a. Then ya E 

im a and so ya e S(a). Hence either ya r= dom a and ya2 = ya or ya 0 

dom a. In the former case we have yE dom a2 and ya2 = y. In the latter case we 
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have y0 dom a2. Thus ya2 =y for all y in dom a2 , and so a2 is idempotent.   

Corollary 3.1.5. Let ac L-(n, r). Then a is a quasi-idempotent if 

s(a) < 1. 

Lemma 3.1.6. Let aEL -(n, r) such that Jim au =k5r. Then a is 

expressible as a product of quasi-idempotents i (in L -(n, r)) for which dim eil =k 

and s(1i) = 1. 

Proof. Suppose that 
a1 a2 ... ag 

EL (n, r) bl b2 
... 

bk 

with S((x) = (al, 
... , at) and al < a2 < ... < at for some 0<t5k. Define ill by 

a1Tli=bi (< ai), ajrli =aj (j# 1). 

Recursively, for i=2, ... ,t we define Tj; to have domain equal to 

imili-1={bl,..., bi-,, ai,..., ak) 

and 

a; iii = b; , a)Ti = a) (j > i), bj1i = b) (j <_ i- 1). 

Then clearly a= T11T12... 11t. Moreover, i1; E L-(n, r) and s(1i )=1 for all i. Thus 

71i is a quasi-idempotent (by Corollary 3.1.5. )   

Lemma 3.1.7. Let TI be a quasi-idempotent in L-(n, r) such that Jim ill =k 

5r and s(11) = 1. Then r is expressible as a product of quasi-idempotents y; in 

L-(n, r) such that Jim y; J =r and s(y; ) <_ 1. 

Proof. Suppose that 
al ... at ... ak 

a>b al ... bt ... ak 
<< t) 

Let Yr C Xn such that lYrl = r, bt e- Yr and dom ic Yr. Now define yl by 

xýy1= xT (x c- dom 11), yyl =Y (Y E Yr\ dom il). 

Then clearly Jim ylI =r and s(yl) = 1. Moreover, 1= iddom 11"71" However, since 
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iddom is expressible as a product of idempotents yi for which Jim yiJ = r, then the 

result follows.   

Hence by Lemma 3.1.6 it follows that L-(n, r) is generated by its set of quasi- 

idempotents. However, we are going to show that this result can be sharpened. But 

first we introduce a new concept. For a given a in L-(n, r) , let 

A(a)=(yE XQ: (3xE Xn)x(x <y<x) 

_{yE Xn : (3X E S(a)) xa <y< x) . 

An element T in L-(n, r) is called amenable if s(rt) <_ 1 and A(1) c dom 11. 

Observe that all amenable elements are quasi-idempotents; all idempotents are amenable 

since A(11) is empty if r is an idempotent; and all the quasi-idempotents for which 

dim aj =n -1 are amenable. 

Lemma 3.1.8. Let iE L-(n, r) be a quasi-idempotent such that Jim ill =r 

and s(rj) = 1. Then r is expressible as a product of amenable elements E; E U(n, r) 

such that Jim E; ( = r. 

Proof. Suppose that 
( 
a,.. bk... ar 

is a quasi-idempotent in L-(n, r). Let B= (y r= Xn : bk <y< ak)\ F('Q) (_ {yl, ... , 

yt = bk) such that yl > y2 > ... > yt, say. ) Define ei (recursively) by 

Yi-i£i = Yi , ajEi = aj 0* k), 

where yo = ak, dom ci = dom 1 and dom c= im Ei-1 (i > 2). Then clearly E; is a 

decreasing amenable element for all iE 11, 
... , t). Moreover, 

11 = E1E2... £t. 

Hence the proof.   

Recall that an element a in L-(n, r) is called nilpotent if ak =0 (= 0, in this 

case) for some k>0 and F((x) = (x E Xn : x(x = x}. As in Section 11.1 we obtain a 
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characterization of nilpotents in L-(n, r). 

Lemma 3.1.9. Let aE L-(n, r). Then a is nilpotent if and only if F((x) is 

empty. 

Proof. First notice that if a is nilpotent then it is fairly obvious that F((x) is 

empty. 

Conversely, suppose that F((x) is empty. Then xa <x for all x in dom a 

and the descent 

x>xoc>xa2>..., 

must terminate at some stage; i. e. 

xakx e dom a for some kX > 0. 

Now let k= max[ kx :x (=- Xn }. Then 

xak doma (for all xE Xn) 

and hence a is nilpotent.   

Lemma 3.1.10. Let N(L-(n, r)) aE L-(n, r) : F(a) is empty}. Then 

N(L-(n, r)) is an ideal of L-(n, r). 

Proof. Let aE N(L-(n, r)) and 3E L-(n, r). Then since xa(3 <_ xa <x for 

all xE dom a(3, it follows that aß E N(L-(n, r)). Also, since xßa < x(3 5x for all 

xE domßa, it follows that ßa e N(L-(n, r)) . Thus N(L-(n, r)) is an ideal of 

L-(n, r) as required.   

2. Green's and starred Green's relations 

Lemma 3.2.1. L _(n, r) is g -trivial. 

Proof. Notice that since A=j on L(n, r) (by [20, Proposition 11.1.51), 
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then it suffices to show that L-(n, r) is both T, -trivial and Z-trivial. However, since 

L -(n, r) is a subsemigroup of P-, then (by Theorem 2.4.4) L _(n, r) is Öt -trivial and 

for all zE im a 

(a, ß) EZ (L-) = im a= im ß and min za-1 = min z13-1 

= im a= im ß and za-1 = zß-1 

a=ß 

since a, 0 are one-to-one. Hence the proof is complete.   

Now since L -(n, r) (n > 2) contains some non-idempotents we immediately 

deduce 

Corollary 3.2.2. L(n, r) (for, n >_ 2) is irregular. 

For the starred Green's relations we have: 

Lemma 3.2 

(1) (a, ß) E Z* 

(2) ((X, ß) ER 
(3) (a, ß) E %* 

. 3. Let a, ß be elements in L -(n, r). Then 

if and only if im a= im ß; 

if and only if dom a= dom ß; 

if and only if im a= im ß and dom a= dom ß. 

Proof. (1) Certainly if im a= im ß then (a, ß) E Z(In) and so (a, ß) E 

Z* (L-). 
Conversely, if ((x, ß) E Z* then by Lemma 1.2.1 

aS = ay if and only if ßS = ßy (for all S, y c= (L (n, r))1 ). 

However, if we denote the (partial) identity map in L -(n, r) on a set A by idA then 

xv im a if and only if a. id{x}= a. o 

i. e. if and only if ß. id {X}=ß. 0 (since (x Z* ß) 

i. e. if and only if xe im P. 

Thus im a= im P. 
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(2) Certainly if dom a= dom ß then ((Y, ß) E '63- On) and so ((x, 

Conversely, if ((x, ß) E3 then by Lemma 1.2.1 

Sa = ya if and only if Sß = yß (for all S, y r= (L (n, r))1 ) 

And 

xe dom a if and only if id(x). (x =Q .a 
i. e. if and only if id{x}"ß = o. ß (since a Z* (3) 

i. e. if and only if x dom P. 

Thus dom a= dom ß. 

(3) This follows directly from (1) & (2).   

Remark 3.2.4. Alternatively, since U(n, r) is a full subsemigroup of an 

abundant semigroup, then Lemma 3.2.3 follows directly from Lemma 1.2.3. 

Recall that a subsemigroup U (of a semigroup S) is said to be an inverse ideal 

of S if for all ueU, there exists u' ES such that uu'u =u and uu', u'u e U. 

Lemma 3.2.5. L -(n, r) is an inverse ideal of In. 

Proof. For a given aEL -(n, r) define a' by 

xa' = xa-1 (for all xE im (x). 

Then clearly aa'a = a. Moreover, for all xE im a 

xa'a=x. 

And for all x 

xaa' = (xa)a-1 = x. 

Thus a'a, acc' EL -(n, r) since im cc' = dom a and dom a' = im a. It now follows 

that L-(n, r) is an inverse ideal as required.   

Notice that since a full subsemigroup of a type A semigroup is itself type A, we 

deduce the following result: 
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Theorem 3.2.6. Let L -(n, r) be as defined in (1.4). Then L-(n, r) (for, 

n >_ 2) is an irregular type A semigroup. 

However, we can show that L-(n, r) is type A directly from the definition. 

First recall that an abundant semigroup S in which E(S) is a semilattice is called 

adequate. For an element a of an adequate semigroup S, the (unique) idempotent in 

the Z*-class (! K *-class) containing a will be denoted by a* (a+). An adequate 

semigroup S is said to be type A if ea = a(ea)* and ae = (ae)+a for all elements a 

in S and all idempotents e in S. 

Let a, E be elements in L-(n, r) such that e2 = E. Define nE a in L-(n, r) by 

x7t£ a=x (for all xE im ca), dom 7EE, a = im ca. 

Then it is an idempotent and (TcE a, ca) E <G * (by Lemma 3.2.3). Thus 

7tE, a = (ca)* and 

Ea =a ICE, a = a(e(X)*. 

Next define 4a E in L -(n, r) by 

x4a, £ =x (for all xE dom a¬), dom ýE a= dom M. 

Then 0a E is an idempotent and (O(xE, ae) E I. * (by Lemma 3.2.3). Thus 

Oa, £ = (m)+ and 

aE = 0a, E a= (M)+a . 
Hence Theorem 3.2.6 follows from Remarks 3.1.2(b) & 3.2.4 and Corollary 3.2.2. 

To characterize the relation J9* on L -(n, r) we use the same techniques as in 

Section 11.2. We therefore begin by proving the analogues of Lemmas 2.2.8 & 2.2.9. 

Lemma 3.2.7. Let ae L(n, r) with dim aj = k. Then there exists (3 in 

L-(n, r) with im ß= (1, 
... , 

k) such that ((x, ß) ER 

Proof. Suppose that 

a= 
(blb2... bk\ 

, a2 ... akE 
L -(n, r), a 

with 1S al <a2< ... < ak < n. Define 0 by 
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b; ß=i (i=1,..., k). 

Then 0EL -(n, r) and (a, ß) E öff. * (by Lemma 3.2.3).   

Lemma 3.2.8. Let aE U(n, r) with im (x = (al, a2, ... , ak) such that 

al < a2 < ... < ak <_ n. Then there exists ß in L-(n, r) with dom ß={n-k+1, n-k 

+ 2, ... , nj such that (a, I) EZ*. 

Proof. Define (3 (in L -(n, r)) by 

(n-i)ß=ak-i (i=0,1,..., k-1), 

Then clearly n-i >_ ak_i (for all i=0,1, ... ,k- 1). Moreover, dom I3 = (n -k+1, 

n-k+2, ... ,n} and (a, (3) EZ* (by Lemma 3.2.3).   

On the semigroup L -(n, r), define a relation 9C by the rule that 

(a, ß) E 9C if and only if Jim of = Jim (31. 

Then clearly 1J* c 9C and we obtain the following: 

Lemma 3.2.9. %' = öi, *o ý* 0It* _ Z* o li. 
* 

0 Z* = A* 

Proof. Suppose that ((x, ß) e Yu, so that Jim aJ = Jim ßJ =k (say). Then 

there exists S, yEL (n, r) with im S= im y= (1, 
... , k) such that ((x, 8) E öi. 

and (y, ß) E It* (by Lemma 3.2.7), and since im S= im y implies (8, y) EZ* (by 

Lemma 3.2.3) we have a It* S Z* y3*P. Thus 

9C c ii. * , Z* , TV. (1) 

Conversely, suppose that (a, ß) Ea*oZ*o1*. Then there exist S, yE 

L-(n, r) such that a It *SZ* -y * P. Hence 

Jim al = Jim SI, im S= im y and Jim yj = Jim PI, 

and so Jim al = Jim 131. Thus 

pl* o Z* o it* c :, x (2) 

From (1) and (2) we deduce that 
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ý}C. =Öt*oT. º*oTiº*. 

Similarly, suppose that (a, ß) E 9C, so that dim al = Jim (3i =k (say). Then 

there exists S, yE L-(n, r) with dom S= dom y such that ((X, S) E Z* and (y, ß) 

E 7T * (by Lemma 3.2.8). However, since dom S= dom -y implies (S, y) E 3t * (by 

Lemma 3.2.3) then we have aVS IV y Z* P. Thus 

`}C. cxi*. IV, ri*. (3) 

Conversely, suppose that (a, ß) EZ*oF*oZ*. Then there exist S, yE 

L -(n, r) such that ah*SI*yZ*P. Hence 

ima=im S, JimSI=Iimyj and imy=imß, 

and so Jim at _ Jim 131. Thus 

z* 0 IV , Zi* C It (4) 

From (3) and (4) we deduce that 

`K=Z*0 öi. *0 Z*. 
To complete the proof of the lemma, note that from the inequalities 

A*c9C=öV, r, "oI, =Z*oöt"oz*cA* 

we deduce thatJJ* = 9C=I oZ*on*=Z*oR os*.   

Corollary 3.2.10. Let a, ßE U(n, r). Then (a, f3) E J9 * if and only if 

Jim ocl = Jim ß1. 

The next lemma is the analogue of Lemma 2.2.11 and it enables us to 

characterize the relation (* on the semigroup L -(n, r). 

Lemma 3.2.11. Let a, 0E L-(n, r). If aE J*(ß) then Jim aj<_ dim 01. 

Proof. Suppose that aE J*(ß). Then (by Lemma 1.2.2) there exist 

ßo, p l, ... , 
ßm E L-(n, r), bi, 

... , 
Sm, Yi, ... , Ym E (L (n, r))1 such that ß= ßo, 

a= ßm and (pi, 8ißi-i7i) E J9* for i=1,... , m. So by Corollary 3.2.10 

Jim ßjI = Iim(Sißi_iyi)I !! ý Jim 3 
_iI for all i=1,... , m. 
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Hence 

Jim cS Jim 01.   

Lemma 3.2.12. On the semigroup L -(n, r), A*=j*. 

Proof. Note that we need only show that 9*c dJ * (since JJ *cj*). So 

suppose that ((X, (3) E j*, so that J*(a) = J*(ß). Then aE J*(ß) and ße J*(a), and 

by Lemma 3.2.11 this implies that 

JimaI: 5 Jim PI, Jim ßl<_ Jim al. 

Thus 

Jim ul _ Jim 01, 

and so ((x, (3) E J9 * by Corollary 3.2.10.   

We observe that L-(n, r) is a *-ideal since it is a union of g*-classes (of I- ) 

Jp, J1,..., Jr 

where 

7k={ aE L-(n, r): jimaj=k}. 

Finally (in this section), we note that on the semigroup L-(n, r) (n >_ 2&r >_ 1), 

*o öi, * d9 * V. *o Z *. To see this let 

a=(1), ß=(2). 

Then clearly ((x, ß) e JJ * and if (a, ß) E 1K *o then there must exist 7E 

L -(n, r) such that 

aöi. *7Z*ß. 

However by Lemma 3.2.3 

Y=(2)e L(n, r) so that J9lt oZ*. 

Similarly, ((3, a) E JJ 
, and if (ß, (x) EZo öi, then there must exist 8E 

L -(n, r) such that 

ßZ*8T1*a. 

Again by Lemma 3.2.3 

8= (21) 
0 L-(n, r) so that A* # Z* o It*. 
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Remark 3.2.13. Notice that the results obtained for L-(n, r) in this section 

and the previous one are extensions of the results obtained for In in [35]. 

3. Rees quotient semigroups 

Now since L -(n, r) is a two-sided ideal let 

Qr = L(n, r)/L(n, r- 1) 

Qr = U(n, r)/L-(n, r- 1) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

be the Rees quotient semigroups on the two-sided ideals L(n, r), L _(n, r) respectively. 

Then Qr is a completely [0-] simple inverse semigroup whose non-zero elements may 

be thought of as the elements of In of rank r precisely. The product of two elements 

of Qr is 0 whenever their product in In is of rank strictly less than r. Similarly Qr 

is a Rees quotient semigroup whose non-zero elements may be thought of as the 

elements of I- of rank r precisely. The product of two elements of Qr is 0 

whenever their product in In is of rank strictly less than r. Notice also that Qr is 

generated by its set of amenable elements (Lemma 3.1.8). As in Section 11.3 let us 

begin by characterizing the Green's relations on Qr 

Lemma 3.3.1. Qr is 9 -trivial. 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.2.1 with Pn replaced by 

pp (n). 

Lemma 3.3.2. Qr is an inverse ideal of Q. 

  

Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.2.5 applies to this case.   

Hence by Lemmas 1.2.7 & 1.2.8 and the analogues (to the partial one-to-one 

case) of [5, Lemmas 10.55 & 10.56] we deduce the following result: 
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Theorem 3.3.3. Let QI be as defined in (3.2). Then Qr is an (irregular, 

for n >_ 2&r-. a 1) type A semigroup. Moreover for all a, (3 E Qý we have: 

(1) ((X, (3) EZ* if and only if im a= im ß; 

(2) (a, (3) E It * if and only if dom a= dom (3; 

(3) (a, P) E `}G * if and only if im a= im ß and dom a= dom P. 

Remark 3.3.4. Alternatively, since Qr is a full subsemigroup of the inverse 

semigroup Qr, then Theorem 3.3.3 follows directly from Lemma 1.2.4. 

Using the same techniques as in Section 2 we obtain a characterization of the 

relation J9* on QT- 

Lemma 3.3.5. On the semigroup Qr, we have the following: 

(1) Js*=öi. *oz*or* Z* *o2*, 

(2) (a, ß) E .0* if and only if dim al = Jim 14 for all a, 0EQ. 

Theorem 3.3.6. Let Qr be as defined in (3.2). Then Qr is a primitive 

non-regular 0 *-bisimple type A semigroup. 

Proof. Notice that it only remains to show that E(Qr) is primitive. However, 

since E(Qr) is primitive and E(Qr) c E(Q. ), it follows that E(Qr) is primitive.   

Theorem 3.3.7. Let QI be as defined in (3.2)and let N(QI) _ {a E Qi : 

f((x) <r}. Then 

(1) a is nilpotent if and only if f((x) < r; 

(2) N(Qr) is an ideal of Q. 

Proof. First notice that for all a, (3 E Qr 

F(aß) = F(a)n F(ß) = F(ß) n F((X) = F(ß(X). 
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(1) Let aEQ. be such that f(a) < r. Then ak is an idempotent (for some k> 1) 

since Q. is finite. Moreover, f((Xk) = f((x) <r, so that ak =0 (since 0 is the only 

idempotent in Qr for which f((x) < r). Hence a is nilpotent. 

(2) Let ae N(Q. ) and ßE Qr. Then clearly f((x(3) = f(ß(x) < r, so that aß, ßa E 

N(Qr) as required.   

Remark 3.3.8 The results obtained in this section are to appear in [37]. 

4. The minimum semilattice congruence 

Let 1-(n, r) be any of the semigroups L-(n, r) or Qr(n) for 1 <_ r5n and 

define a relation p# on I-(n, r) by the rule that 

a p# 0 iff F((x) = F(ß) (4.1) 

Lemma 3.4.1. Let p# be as defined in (4.1). Then p# is a semilattice 

congruence. 

Proof. Clearly p# is an equivalence relation. To show that p# is left 

compatible, let a p# ß , i. e. F((x) = F((3). However for all yE I-(n, r) 

F(y(x) = F(y) n F(a) = F(y) n F(ß) = F(y(3) 

(by Lemma 3.1.3). We can similarly show that p# is right compatible. Hence p# is a 

congruence. Moreover, p# is a semilattice congruence since (by Lemma 3.1.3(2)) 

F(ap) = F(ßa) (for all (X, (3 E L-(n, r)).   

Lemma 3.4.2. Let e, 71 E E(I-(n, r)). Then (e, 11) E p# if and only if 

(£, 11) E Z*. 

Proof. Let E, TE E(I-(n, r)). Then 

(E , 11) E p# iff F(e) = F(r) 
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i. e. iff im e= im ll 

i. e. iff (e, i1) EZ*.   

Recall that E(In) is the semilattice of all partial identities on Xn and 

E(n, r) ={ cc E E(In) : Jim a] <_ r), 

EP(n, r) = E(n, r) / E(n, r- 1). 

Then we have: 

Lemma 3.4.3. L-(n, r) /p# = E(n, r) and Qr(n) /p# - EP(n, r). 

Proof. From each ap# (in L(n, r)/p#) choose an element idF((x), the partial 

identity on F(a). It is then clear that the map 8 from U(n, r)/p# onto (idF((x) :aE 

L-(n, r) I= E(n, r) defined by 

8(ap#) = idF(a) (a e L-(n, r)) 

is an isomorphism. 

Similarly we can show that 

q(n) /p# = EP(n, r). 

Hence the proof.   

Thus we now have the main result of this section: 

Theorem 3.4.4. Let I-(n, r) be any of the semigroups L-(n, r) or Qr(n) for 

1 <_ r <_ n and let p# be as defined in (4.1). Then p# is the minimum semilattice 

congruence on f (n, r). Moreover, the maximum semilattice image of L-(n, r) (Qr(n)) 

is E(n, r) (EP(n, r)). 

Proof. Since we have already shown that p# is a semilattice congruence it 

now remains to show that for any semilattice congruence p on L -(n, r)), p# cp. So 

suppose that (a, ß) E p#. Then (e(x, cß) E p# (by Lemma 2.5.5) and (F-(x, cp) eZ 
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(by Lemma 3.4.2), so that 

(E(X)p = (E(XC3)P = (Fa)P(Ep)P = (E3)P(C(X)P = (Eß£(X)P = (cß)P. 

Hence 

(a, ß)E P 

since 

(a, E(X) Ep, (C(X, £G3) EP, (cß, ß) EP 

by Lemma 2.5.5. Thus 

P# cp 

as required. 

The last statement of the theorem that the maximum semilattice image of 

L -(n, r) (Qr(n)) is E(n, r) (EP(n, r)) follows from Lemma 3.4.3.   



CHAPTER 4 

COMBINATORIAL RESULTS 

We devote this chapter to enumerative problems of an essentially combinatorial 

nature, and determine the cardinalities of the order-decreasing semigroups considered in 

the previous chapters. We also obtain formulae for the number of idempotent and 

nilpotent elements as well as some recurrence relations involving some equivalences on 

these semigroups. 

1. Finite order-decreasing full transformation semigroups 

The first two results of this section are on the order of the semigroups Sn and 

N(Sn). 

Lemma 4.1.1. IS- I=n! - 1. 
n 

Lemma 4.1.2. IN (S 
n)I = (n - 1)!. 

The Stirling number of the second kind denoted by S(n, r) is usually defined 

as the number of partitions of an n-element set into r (non-empty) subsets. It satisfies 

the recurrence relations 

S(0,0) = S(n, 1) = S(n, n) = 1, S(n, r) = S(n - 1, r- 1) + rS(n - 1, r), 

and the Bell's exponential number denoted by Bn is defined as 
n 

Bn =E S(n, r). 
r=0 

Hence by Lemma 2.2.6(1) we deduce that Sn has S(n, r) ýi. *-classes in each Jr. 

Thus we now have 
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Lemma 4.1.3. IE(S-)I = Bn- 1. 

Proof. From Lemma 2.2.7 we deduce that 

JE(Jr) )I = S(n, r). 

Hence the result follows.   

Let 

J*(n, r) = J{a E (Sn)1 aE Jr )l 

=I{aE (Sn)dimal=r)I (1.1) 

Then J*(n, 1) =1 and J* (n, n) = 1. Moreover, 

n 
J*(n, r) = n! 

r= 1 

Lemma 4.1.4. J*(n, r) = rJ*(n - 1, r) + (n -r+ 1) J*(n - 1, r- 1). 

Proof. Maps a in Jr divide naturally into two classes, depending upon 

whether 

im((xj{1,..., n-1})= im a (1) 

or 

im((xf { 1, ... ,n- 1)) c im a (2). 

In case (1) n must map to one of the r elements in im(aJ(1, 
... ,n-1 

}), and so 

there are rJ*(n - 1, r) elements of this kind. In case (2), Jim ((XJ ( 1, ... ,n-1 
))I _ 

r-1 and n must map to one of the n-r+1 elements not in im((x) { 1, ... ,n- 
1)). 

Hence there are (n -r+ 1)J*(n - 1, r- 1) elements of this kind. Thus 

J*(n, r) = rJ*(n -1, r) + (n -r+ 1)J*(n - 1, r - 1), 

as required.   

The above recurrence relation has been obtained in [40] and the following result 

is in Anderson [1, Ex. 4.4(4)]. 
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Theorem 4.1.5. Let J*(n, r) be as defined in (1.1). Then 

r-1 
J (n, r) _ (-1)k (n k 1)(r_k. 

k=0 

Remark 4.1.6. In fact J*(n, r) is known as the Eulerian number [30]. 

Now, let 

sh(n, r)_I(aE (Sn)1: s(a) =r-1}1 (1.2) 
n 

Then sh(n, 1) =1 and sh(n, r) = n!. Moreover, it will be convenient to let 

r 
sh(n, r)=Oif n=0 or r=0 or n<r. 

Lemma 4.1.7. sh(n, r) = (n - 1)sh(n - 1, r- 1) + sh(n - 1, r). 

Proof. Suppose that the shifting (or moving) points are x1, x2, ... , xr_1 

with xl X2 < ... <_ xr_1. Then we have xi -1 choices for x; a, i. e., (x1- 1)(x2- 1) 

... (xr_1 - 1) choices in all. Write x for (xl, x2, ... , xr_1) and V for (x : 2<_ xl <_ 

xr_1 <_ n}. Then 

sh(n, r) _ (x 1- 1)(X2 - 1) ... (Xr-1 

Now V is a disjoint union of 
xE V 

V1=txE V: xr_l5n-1) and V2=(x¬ V: xr_i=n), 

and 
I (x1- 1)(x2- 1) ... (xr-1 - 1) = sh(n - 1, r), 

xE V1 

(xl - 1)(X2 1) ... (xr_l - 1) = (n - 1)sh(n - 1, r- 1), 

xEV2, 

since xr_1 =n implies that there are n-1 choices for xr_1a. The result follows.   

The next result gives us a generating function for sh(n, r). 
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Theorem 4.1.8. Let sh(n, r) be as defined in (1.2). Then 
n 

I 
Sh(p, r)xn-r+l = [xIn, n=1,2... 

r=1 
where [x]n is the ascending factorial of x (of degree n) defined by 

[x]n = x(x+l) ... (x +n- 1), [x]o = 1. (1.3) 

Proof. First note that if n=1, then the result is clear. Suppose now that 
n 

sh(n, r)xn-r+l = [x]n. 

r= 1 
Then 

n+l n+1 
sh(n + 1, r)xn-r+2 = 

I{n 
sh(n, r- 1)+sh(n, r) ) xn-r+2 61 

r= 1 r= 1 

n+l n 

=n sh(n, r- 1)xn-r+2 + sh(n, r)xn-r+2 
r=1 r=1 

n+1 n 

=n sh(n, r- 1)xn-r+2 +x sh(n, r)xn-r+ 
r=2 r= 1 

nn 

=n sh(n, t)xn-t+t +x sh(n, r)xn-r+t 
t= r= 1 

(where t=r- 1) 

Hence the result follows by induction. 
= n[x]n + x[xln = [X]n(x + n) = [x)n+l" 

  

Let Is(n, r)j be defined by 
n 

Y, Is(n, r)Ixr = [X]n, 

r=1 
where [X]n is as defined in (1.3). Then Is(n, r)j is known as the signless or absolute 

Stirling number of the first kind [4]. The following result is now immediate. 

Corollary 4.1.9. sh(n, r) = Is(n, n-r+ 1)I. 

Some special cases of sh(n, r) may be worth recording: 

sh(n, 2) = n(n - 1)/2, sh(n, 3) = (n - 2)(n - 1)n(3n - 1)/24, 

sh(n, 4) = (n - 3)(n - 2)(n - 1)2 n2 /48 
, sh(n, n) = (n - 1)! 
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2. Finite order-decreasing partial transformation semi- 

groups 

Lemma 4.2.1. JP- I= (n + 1)! - 1. 

Proof. The proof follows from Corollary 2.4.3 and Lemma 4.1.1.   

Lemma 4.2.2. IN(P-)I = n!. 

Proof. Since the nilpotent elements of Pn are mapped onto the nilpotent 

elements of Sn+l by every isomorphism between Pn and Sn+l, then the result 

follows from Corollary 2.4.3 and Lemma 4.1.2.   

Lemma 4.2.3. IE(Pn)l = Bn+l - 1" 

Proof. Since the idempotent elements of Pn are mapped onto the idempotent 

elements of Sn+l by every isomorphism between Pn and S 
n+l, 

then the result 

follows from Corollary 2.4.3 and Lemma 4.1.3.   

Let 

PJ*(n, r) =1 (a e (Pn)1 :aE Jr 

_ ({(X E (Pn)1 : (im a(= r}( (2.1) 

Then PJ*(n, 0) =1 and PJ*(n, n) = 1. Moreover, 

PJ*(n, r) = (n + 1)! 
r=0 

Hence by Corollary 2.4.3 we deduce 

Lemma 4.2.4. PJ*(n, r) = J*(n + 1, r+ 1), (n >_ r> 0). 
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Lemma 4.2.5. PJ*(n, r) = (r + 1)PJ*(n - 1, r) + (n -r+ 1)PJ*(n - 1, r- 1). 

Proof. PJ*(n, r) = J*(n + 1, r+ 1) (by Lemma 4.2.4) 

= (r + 1)J* (n, r+ 1) + (n -r+ 1)J* (n, r) (by Lemma 4.1.4) 

=(r+ 1)PJ*(n- 1, r)+(n-r+ 1)PJ*(n- 1, r- 1), 

as required. 

Theorem 4.2.6. Let PJ*(n, r) be as defined in (2.1). Then 

PJ*(n, r) = J*(n + 1, r+ 1) _ -1)k 
(n k 2) 

(r +1- k)n+l 
k=0 

Recall that for a given aE Pn, s((x) is the cardinal of the set 

S(a)=(xE doma: x(x : P-- x) 

and let 

  

sh(n, r) =I ((X E (Pn)1 : s(a) =r}1. (2.2) 
n 

Then sh(n, 0) = 2n, sh(n, n) =0 (n > 1) and sh(n, r) = (n + 1)!. Moreover, it 
r 

will be convenient to let sh(n, r) =0 if n<r. 

However, despite Corollary 2.4.3, we observe that results obtained for sh(n, r) 

(in the previous section) could not be used (directly) to deduce the corresponding 

results for sh(n, r), since the isomorphism a -a a* (from Pn onto Sn+l) does not 

necessarily imply that S((x) = S(a*). In fact S((X*) = S((X) U (Xn \ dom (x). But the 

same technique as used in Section 1 could be employed to obtain a similar result. 

Lemma 4.2.7. sh(n, r) = (n - 1)sh(n - 1, r- 1) + 2sh(n - 1, r). 

Proof. Suppose that the shifting (or moving) points are x1, x2, ... , xr with 

xl <_ x2 <-< xr. Then we have x; -1 choices for x; a, i. e., (xl - 1)(x2 - 1) 

(xr - 1) choices in all. Write x for (xl, x2, ... , xr) and V for {x :25 xl <_ ... < xr 

Sn). Then 

sh(n, r) =I (xl - 1)(X2- 1) ... (xr - 1). 
XE V 
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Now V is a disjoint union of 

V1={xE V: xr<_n-1) and V2={xE V: xr=n}, 

and 
I (x1- 1)(x2 - 1) ... (Xr-1 - 1) = 2sh(n - 1, r), 

xE V1 

I (x1- 1)(x2-1)... (xr_1-1)=(n-1)sh(n-1, r-1), 
XE V2 

since xr <n-1 implies that either na =n or n dom a and xr =n implies that 

there are n-1 choices for xra. The result follows.   

Corollary 4.2.8. sh(n, 1) = 2n-ln(n - 1)/2 and sh(n, n- 1) = 2(n - 1)!. 

Lemma 4.2.9. sh(n, r) = 2n-rsh(n, r+ 1), (n >_ r> 0). 

Proof. First notice that the result is true for all n if r=0. So suppose that 

the result is true for all 0<_ k<n. Then 

sh(n, r) = (n - 1)sh(n - 1, r- 1) + 2sh(n - 1, r) (by Lemma 4.2.7) 

= (n - 1). 2n-Tsh(n - 1, r) + 2.2n-r-lsh(n - 1, r+ 1) (by supposition) 

= 2n-r{(n - 1)sh(n - 1, r) + sh(n - 1, r + 1) } 

= 2°--rsh(n, r+ 1) (by Lemma 4.1.7).   

A generating function for sh(n, r) is given by 

Theorem 4.2.10. Let sh(n, r) be as defined in (2.2). Then 
n 

ýsh(n, r)xn-r = 2[2x + 1]n-1, n=1,2, ... 
r=0 

where [x]m is the ascending factorial of x (of degree m) defined by 

[x]m = x(x + 1) ... (x +m- 1), [x]p = 1. 

Proof. First note that if n=1, then the result is clear. Suppose now that 
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n 

I 
sh(n, r)xn-r = 2[2x + 1]n-1" 

r=0 
Then 

n+1 n+l 
I 

sh(n + 1, r)xn-r+l ={n sh(n, r- 1)+2sh(n, r) } xn-r+ 
r=0r=0 

n+l n 

=n sh(n, r- 1)xn-r+1 +2 sh(n, r)xn-r+ 
r=0 r=0 

n+l n 

=n, sh(n, r- 1)xn-r+1 + 2x sh(n, r)xn-r 
r= 1 r=0 

nn 

=n sh(n, t)xn-t + 2x sh(n, r)xn-r 
t=0 r=0 

(where t=r- 1) 

= n. 2[2x + 1]n_1 + 2x. 2[2x + 1]n-1 

= 2[2x + 1]n-1(2x + n) = 2[2x + l]n. 

Hence the result.   

3. Finite order-decreasing partial one-to-one transfor- 

mation semigroups 

Let 

IJ*(n, r) = {a E (I_)1 :aE Jr } 
n 

_I{aE (I-)l: Jim al=r}I (3.1) 

Theorem 4.3.1. [3, Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.6]. Let IJ*(n, r) be as 

defined in (3.1). Then IJ*(n, r) = S(n + 1, n-r+ 1), (n >_ r >_ 0. ) 

Theorem 4.3.2. [3, Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.6]. Let In be as defined 

in (111.1.1). Then 1(1)11 = Bn+l, where Bn+1 is the Bell's number defined above. 

Theorem 4.3.3. Let N(In) _{aE In : F(a) is empty). Then 

IN(In)I = B. 
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Proof. Notice that by virtue of Theorem 4.3.2 it suffices to establish a 

bijection between N(In) and (In_1)1. So for every a� E N(In) we associate an 

aE (In_1)1 by 

O(an)=a 

where 

ian = (i - 1)a, (i E dom (Xn). 

Now since 1o dom an and ne dom a then clearly 0 is a bijection. Thus the 

proof is complete.   

Finally to determine the number of amenable elements in L-(n, r) first recall 

that an element TI in L-(n, r) is called amenable if s(1) <_ 1 and A(TI) c dom il, 

where 

Aýiýý={ yE Xn: (BxE Xn)x <y<x) 

=(yE Xn : (Bx E S(i)) Xi <y< X}. 

Now if we denote by AQE(Jr) the set of amenable elements in Jr and the cardinal 

IAQE(JI )j by q(n, r) then the next Lemma gives us an expression for q(n, r). 

r 
Lemma 4.3.4. q(n, r) _ 

(r) 
+ (n -) 

(n 
r1i 

1) 
(r > 0). 

.4 -d 
i=1 

Proof. Clearly there are 
(n) idempotents in Jr . And since for every (non- 

idempotent) amenable element 11, s(rt) = 1, then we may express rl as 

r1= 
(y), (x > Y) 

where xTj =y and zi =z for all z in dom r \( x ). Now notice that there are (n - i) 

pairs of the type (x, x+ i), (x, x+iE XQ. ) However since (x + 1, 
... ,x+i-1Jc 

dom r then there are nr1i 1) 
ways of choosing the remaining elements of 

dom TI. Thus the number of amenable elements in Jr is 

I 

(°) 
+ý(n-i)(n T1i 

1l 

t= i 
as required.   
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However, it is possible to obtain an explicit expression for q(n, r). To do this 

we require these two certainly known simple results: 

Lemma 4.3.5. nn (r 
- i) =G 

;=t 

Proof. The proof is by repeated application of the Pascal's triangular identity, 

i. e., 
) ýr n +(r 

-2 

= 
ýr 

- 
1) 

+(r 
- 2) +(r 

- 3) 

r-1 

i= 1J 

I 
(t 

- 1) 
i= 1 

I 

Lemma 4.3.6. (n - i) (n 
r1i 

1> 
_ (n - r)(r n 

1>. 

rr 

Proof. 
Z(n-i)(n (n -i- 1)! (n - i) 

r-iJ (n -r- 1)! (r - i)! 

Ir 

Y_ (n-i)ý(n-rý 
_ (n-r)(n- il 

4.4 - (n - r). (r - i) r- i) 

_ (n - r)(r n 
1) (by Lemma 4.3.5). 

Hence we have this result 

_ 
)[(n - r)(r 1] 

-1r+ 
1) + Theorem 4.3.7. q(n, r) 

Gn 

  

  

r 

Proof. q(n, r) = 
(n) 

i+ 
(n - i) (n 

r1i 
1) (by Lemma 4.3.4) 

1= i 
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_ 
(n) 

r+ 
(n - r)(r 

n 
1) (by Lemma 4.3.6) 

(n-r+1)C n l+(n-r)Cr nl 
r r- 1/ - 1J 

n 
1)[(n - r)(r + 1) + 1] 

r- r 

See the Appendix for some computed values of J*(n, r), sh(n, r), S(n, r), 

sh(n, r) and q(n, r). 



CHAPTER 5 

RANK PROPERTIES 

The rank of a finite semigroup is usually defined by 

rank S=min{IAI: AcS, <A>=S}. 

If S is generated by its set E of idempotents, then the idempotent rank of S is defined 

by 

idrankS=min( IAA: AcE, <A>=S). 

The questions of the ranks, idempotent ranks and nilpotent ranks of certain 

finite transformation semigroups have been considered by Howie [22], Gomes and 

Howie [15 - 17], Howie and McFadden [26] and Garba [11 - 14]. The results 

obtained in this chapter are to appear in [38]. 

1. Finite order-decreasing full transformation semigroups 

In this section we investigate the rank and idempotent rank of K-(n, r) along the 

lines of Howie and McFadden [26]. 

It has been shown in Section 11.2 that K-(n, r) is an abundant subsemiband of 

TQ and that 

aL* (3 if and only if im a= im (3, 

aöff. * 0 if and only if a0ä 1= 0 oß-1, 

a ý* ß if and only if Jim al = Jim (3I. 

Thus K-(n, r), like Tn itself, is the union of j*-classes 

J, J,... 
,J* 

where 

Jk= aE K-(n, r): Jim (xt=k). 

Moreover, K-(n, r) has S(n, k) R *-classes and 
(k 

_ 1) Z *-classes in each Jk. 
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Now paying particular attention to the *-class Jr at the top of the semigroup K-(n, r) 

we begin our investigation by recalling the following lemma from Section 11.1. 

Lemma 2.1.3. Let a, ßE K(n, r). Then 

(1) F((xß) = F(a)n F(ß); 

(2) F((Xß) = F(R(X). 

Lemma 5.1.1. Let cE E(K-(n, r)). Then e is expressible as a product of 

idempotents in Jr . 

Proof. Suppose that 

c= 
(Aa, 1 

a22... ak 
)EK -(n, r). 

We may assume without loss of generality that kSr-1<n-1. Essentially we can 

either have IAil ?2 and IAJ ?2; or 1A; 1 >_ 3 for some i, je{1, 
... , k}. In the 

former case we choose an element ai' # a; in A; and an element aj' # aj in Aj; in the 

latter case we choose two distinct elements a; ', a; " in Ai \f ai }. Then in the former 

case we define 

a, 'fl =a; ', xfl =xc (x: a; ') 

aj-'f2 = aj', yf2 = YE (y # aj'); 

in the latter we define 

a; 'fl = a; ', xfl = xc (x # ai') 

al� f2 = aj", y f2 = YE (y : ai�). 

In both cases it is clear that fl, f2 are idempotents, and c= fife. Moreover, Jim fll = 

Jim f21= k+1. Hence the result follows by induction.   

From Lemma 2.1.4(2) we easily deduce the result of the next lemma 

Lemma 5.1.2. Let aEJ. Then a2 =a if and only if f((X) = k. 
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We shall henceforth use Lemmas 2.1.3 & 5.1.2 without reference. 

Lemma 5.1.3. Let a, 0EJk (1 <_ k <_ r). Then the following are 

equivalent: 

(1) aß E E(Jk) ; 

(2) a, (3 E E(J*) and (a, ß) E Z*. 

Proof. (1) = (2). Suppose that (xf3 E E(Jk). Then 

k= f((xß) <_ f(a) <_ Jim at =k 

k= f(ap) <_ f(ß) S Jim (3I =k 

which implies that 

f((X) =k= f(ei) 

so that a, ßE E(J*). Moreover, since 

F((x(3) = im a(3 = im 0= F((3) 

then 

im ß= F(ß) = F(a) = im a 

so that 

(a, ß)E Z*. 

(2) (1) is clear.   

Now since the set of Z*- related idempotents is a left zero semigroup then we 

deduce from Lemmas 5.1.1 and 5.1.3 that E(Jr) is the unique minimal generating set 

for K -(n, r). Thus we now have the main result of this section: 

Theorem 5.1.4. Let K-(n, r) be as defined in (11.1.4). Then 

rank K -(n, r) = idrank K-(n, r) = S(n, r). 

Proof. The result follows from the above remarks and the remarks preceeding 

Lemma 4.1.3.   
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Theorem 5.1.5. Let PK-(n, r) (x c (Pn)1 : Jim a. j <_ r). Then 

rank PK (n, r) = idrank PK (n, r) = S(n + 1, r+ 1). 

Proof. The proof follows from Corollary 2.4.3 and Theorem 5.1.4.   

2. Finite strictly order-decreasing full transformation 

semigroups 

In this section we investigate the rank of 

N(S)=( aE S- : F((x) ={1}} 
(2.1) ={aE S- : (dxE Xn\{1})xa<x) 

the semigroup of all strictly order-decreasing mappings of X. It has been shown (in 

Lemmas 2.1.6 & 2.1.7) that N(Sn) is an ideal of Sn consisting of all the nilpotent 

elements of S. Now let 
n 

G={cc EE N(S-): (there exists x- 3)xa=x-1} (2.2) 

G'= {aE N(Sn) : (for all x >_ 3) x(x <x -1 ) (2.3) 

Then clearly Gu G'= N(S-) and Gn G' is empty. Also observe that (N(Sn))2 = 

G'. Our aim is to show that G is the unique minimal generating set for N(Sn). 

Proposition 5.2.1. Let aE G'. Then a is expressible as a product of 

exactly two elements in G. 

Proof. For every aEG, let 
k 

... n 
112... ka +1... na +1) 

(4Sk5n) S1- (123... 

12345... n 52 -(1 1234.... n-1} 
Clearly S1, S2 EG and a= 8182. Hence the proof.   
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Corollary 5.2.2. <G> = N(Sn). 

It is now fairly obvious from Corollary 5.2.2 and the next two lemmas that G 

is the unique minimal generating set for N(Sn). 

Lemma 5.2.3. G2 c G'. 

Proof. Let a, 0EG. Then clearly if xa *1 

(xa)ß<xa<_x-1; 

if xa =1 

(xa)ß=1<x-1 

for all x >_ 3. Thus in either case aß E G'. Hence G2 c G' as required.   

Lemma 5.2.4. G' is an ideal of N(S- ). 

Proof. Let aE G' and 0E N(S-). Since 

(x(x)j3<xa<_x-1 and (xß)a<x1<_x-1 

for all x >_ 3, it follows that a(3,1ia E G'. Hence G' is an ideal of N(I-) as 

required.   

Notice that Lemmas 5.2.3 & 5.2.4 also follow from the fact that (N(Sn))2 = 

G'. Thus we now have the main result of this section: 

Theorem 5.2.5. Let N(Sn) and G be as defined in (2.1) and (2.2) 

respectively. Then 

rank N(S-) _ IGI = IN(S-)l - IG'l = (n - 2)! (n - 2). 

Proof. First notice that rank N(S-) = IGA has already been established. It is 

also not difficult to see that IN(S-)I = (n - 1)! and JG'I = (n - 2)! from which the 
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result follows.   

3. Finite order-decreasing partial one-to-one transforma- 

tion semigroups 

In this section we investigate the rank and quasi-idempotent rank of the type A 

semigroup (Theorem 3.2.6) L-(n, r) along the lines of Howie and McFadden [26]. 

It has been shown in Section III. 2 that on the semigroup L-(n, r) 

aZ* (3 if and only if im a= im (3, 

a Tt *ß if and only if dom a= dom a 

a*0 if and only if Jim al = dim 131. 

Thus L(n, r), like In itself, is the union of J*-classes 

J0, J1,..., Jr 

where 

Jk={ (x c= L(n, r): Jim (xl = k). 

Again paying particular attention to the J*-class Jr at the top of the semigroup L (n, r) 

we begin our investigation by recalling some basic facts from Chapter 3. 

First recall that an element 71 in L-(n, r) is called amenable if s(1) S1 and 

A(1) c dom TI, where 

A(iýý={yE Xn: (3XE Xn)XII<y<X} 

={yE Xn : (BX E S(T1)} XTI <y< X]. 

We have already shown (in Lemma 3.1.6) that L-(n, r) is generated by AQE(Jr), its 

set of amenable elements whose cardinal is denoted by q(n, r). If we denote by 

quaidrank S the quasi-idempotent rank of S then the following is now immediate: 

Corollary 5.3.1. quaidrank L-(n, r) 5 q(n, r). 

Now we are going to show that AQE(J; ) is a minimal generating set for 

L-(n, r). However, first we establish 
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Lemma 5.3.2. Let a, ß, aß E Jk (05k<n- 1). Then aß is an 

idempotent if and only if a= aß = P. 

Proof. First notice that since a, 0 are one-to-one then im a= dom ß, 

dom a= dom a(3 and im ß= im a(3. Suppose that aß is idempotent. Then for all x 

in dom a(3 (= dom a), x= xa(3 and since 

x_ xa>_xcx 

then x= xa and y= y1i for all x c= dom a and for all yE im a (= dom f3). So a, 

ß are idempotents if aß is. Further, since 

a öi. * 43, c4 Z*ß (by Lemma 3.2.3) 

and L-(n, r) is adequate then a= up = P. The converse is clear.   

An immediate consequence of Lemma 5.3.2 is that any generating set for 

L-(n, r) must contain E(L-(n, r)). Next we are going to show that if y, r are two 

(non-idempotent) amenable elements in Jr such that their product 8 is in Jr also, 

then 8 is NOT amenable. Thus, again any generating set for L-(n, r) must contain 

AQE(J. ) since idempotents are partial identities in this case. 

Lemma 5.3.3. Let y, iE AQE(Jr) such that s(y) = s(T1) =1 and yn E Jr. 

Then n is not amenable. 

Proof. Let y, iE AQE(J; ) such that s(y) = s(ij) =1 and yrj E Jr. First 

notice that im y= dom i and dom y= dom yrl. Now suppose that dom y=W and 

gy =h (g r= W), xy =x (x # g). 

Then 

im, y= (W \ (g}) u (h} = dom r, 

and there are two possibilities for ii: i. e., hE S(i) or he S(i1). In the former we 

have 

gyre =k<h= gy <g (k = hrI) 
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and s(yrl) = 1. However, hv dom 'y (= dom ytl) since y is 1-1. Thus yrl is not 

amenable. 

In the latter if we let h' E S(Ti) and g' = h'Y1 we have 

g'yq = h'll < h' < g' and gytj =h --?, - g, 

so that g, g' E S(yrI). Again -yr is not amenable.   

Remark 5.3.4. In fact since <AQE(J*)> = L-(n, r) (by Lemma 3.1.7) then 

what we have shown is that AQE(Jr) is the unique minimal generating set for 

L-(n, r). However this is not a coincidence since Doyen [71 has shown that every 

periodic g- trivial monoid has a unique minimal generating set. 

Thus we now have the main result of this section: 

Theorem 5.3.5. Let U(n, r) be as defined in (3.1). Then 

n 
rank L-(n, r) = quaidrank U(n, r) = 

(r 
-I 

)[(n 
r 

Proof. First notice that by Remark 5.3.4 we have 

rank L-(n, r) = quaidrank L-(n, r) = q(n, r). 

However, since by Theorem 4.3.7 we have 

9(n, r) n1 )[(n - r)(r 
r+ 

1) + 1] 
_G-' 

then the result follows.   

4. Finite strictly order-decreasing partial one-to-one 

transformation semigroups 

In this section we investigate the rank of 

N(I-) ={aE In : F(a) is empty) 

_{ae In : (V x r= dom (X) x(x < x) (4.1) 
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the semigroup of all strictly order-decreasing partial one-to-one mappings of Xn. It 

has been shown (in Lemmas 3.1.8 & 3.1.9) that N(I-) is an ideal of In consisting of 

all the nilpotent elements of In. Now let 

T{aE N(I-) : (3x (=- dom a) x(x =x - 1) (4.2) 

T'= { aE N(I-) : (VxE dom(x)xa<x- 1} (4.3) 

Then clearly Tu T= N(I-) and Tn T' is empty. Also observe that (N(In))2 = T. 

Our aim is to show that T is the unique minimal generating set for N(I- ). 

Proposition 5.4.1. Let aE T'. Then a is expressible as a product of 

exactly two elements in T. 

Proof. First notice that (for all ßE N(I- )) 2E dom ß implies that ßET. 

Now for a given aE T' suppose that dom a= [XI, x2, ... , xk } (for some 1<k< 

n- 2), and let 
2 xl X2 ... Xk si (lxla+1 

x2a+I... xka+ 1) 

S2 xla+l x2a+l... xka+ 1 
= xia x2a ... xka 

Clearly Si, S2 ET and a= S1S2. Hence the proof.   

Corollary 5.4.2. <T> = N(In) 

It is now fairly obvious from Corollary 5.4.2 and the next two lemmas that T 

is the unique minimal generating set for N(I- ). 

Lemma 5.4.3. T2 c T'. 

Proof. Let a, 13 e T. First observe that 2a =1e dom a (for aE T). Now 

clearly if xa, : p, - 1 
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(xa)13 < xa 5x-1 (for all xe dom aß); 

if xa c dom a 

(xa)ß =1<x-1 

for all x >_ 3, it follows that in either case aß E T. Hence T2 c T' as required.   

Lemma 5.4.4. T' is an ideal of N(In) 

Proof. Let aE T' and (3 E N(In). Since 

(xa)ß < xa <x and (xß)a < xß <x 

for all xE dom a(3 such that x >_ 3, it follows that a(3, ßa E T. Hence T' is an 

ideal of N(In) as required.   

Notice that Lemmas 5.4.3 & 5.4.4 also follow from the fact that (N(In))2 = T. 

Thus we now have the main result of this section: 

Theorem 5.4.5. Let N(I-) and T be as defined in (4.1) and (4.2) 

respectively. Then 

rank N(In) ITI = IN(In)I - 171 = Bn - Bn-1" 

Proof. First notice that rank N(I-) = DTI has already been established. Also 

from Theorem 4.3.3 we see that IN(I-)j = Bn. And using the same technique as in the 

proof of Theorem 4.3.3 we can easily establish a bijection between T' and (I2)1 so 

that again (from Theorem 4.3.3) we have IT'I = Bn_1. Hence the result follows.   



CHAPTER 6 

INFINITE ORDER-DECREASING FULL 

TRANSFORMATION SEMIGROUPS 

1. Preliminaries 

Let X be a totally ordered set or a chain and let T(X) be the full transformation 

semigroup on X. Consider the subsets of T(X) 

S-(X) =(aE T(X) : (`dx r= X) xa S x) (1.1) 

(1.2) S+(X) = (a E T(X) : (`dx E X) xa > XI 

consisting of all order-decreasing and order-increasing selfmaps of X respectively. 

Then 

Lemma 6.1. S-(X) and S+(X) are subsemigroups of T(X). 

Proof. Let a, ßE S-(X). Then for all x r= X 

(x(X)ß<_xa<_x 

so that aß r= S-(X) as required. Similarly we can show that aß E S+(X) for all 

a, ßE S+(X).   

2. Green's and starred Green's relations 

Lemma 6.2.1. S-(X) is !K -trivial. 

Proof. Suppose that ((x, ß) E It. Then there exists S, 7 in S-(X) such 

that a8 = (3 and ßy = a. However, for all x in X, 

XP = (xa)S <_ xa, xa = (xß)y <_ xß. 
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Thus xa=xß for all x in X and so a=(3.   

Now for a given subset U of X, let 

U* _ (x EX: (UE U) X 2ý u). 

U* is sometimes called the upper saturation of U or the smallest filter of X 

containing U. 

Lemma 6.2.2. Let a, ßE S-(X) . Then (a, ß) EZ if and only if 

im a= im ß and (za-1)* = (zß-l)* for all z in im a(= im ß). 

Proof. Let ((x, (3) E Z. Then certainly im a= im 0 and there exist 8, y in 

S-(X) such that 

Sa=ß and y(3=a. 

Let zE im a= im 0 and let yE (za 1)". Then y _> y' for some y' r= zc 1 and 

y'yß=y'a=z 

so that 

y? y' _ y'yE z13-1. 

Hence ye (zß-1)* or (za 1)* C (z(3-1)*. Similarly we can show that 

(zß-1)* c (z(X- -1)*. 

Therefore 

(zp-t)* 

as required. 

Conversely, suppose that im a= im 0 and (z(t 1)* = (zß-1)* for all z in 

im a (= im P. ) Then we have to find S, y in S-(X) such that 

Sa=ß, yß=a. 

Therefore we are required to show that 3y E (xß)cc; 1 such that y <_ x. Suppose not. 

Then 

x<y for all yE (xß)c 1 

x<y for all yE ((x f )oc; l)* = ((xß)ß-1)*, 
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a contradiction as xE ((xß)I3-1)*. So 3y E (xp)ä 1 such that y <_ x. Now choose 

such ay and define xS = y. Then clearly Sa = P. Similarly we can define 'y in 

S-(X) such that yß = a. Thus ((x, ß) e Z.   

Corollary 6.2.3. On the semigroup S-(X), %= It and Z= J9. 

Recall that on a semigroup S the relation Z* (R*) is defined by the rule that 

(a, b) E Z* (1, *) if and only if the elements a, b are related by the Green's relation äG 

(öt) in some oversemigroup of S. 

Lemma 6.2.4. Let a, ßE S-(X). Then 

(1) ((x, ß) E 3V if and only if aoa-'= ßoß-1; 

(2) (a, ß) E 2; * if and only if im a= im ß; 

(3) (a, P) E %* if and only if ao a-1= P. (3-1 and im a= im P. 

Proof. (1) If ao a7 l =ßo(3-1 then (a, D) EIt 

ß, *(S-(X)). 
Conversely, if ((x, 03) E Ii. *(S-(X)) then (by Lemma 1.2.1) 

Sa = ya iff 8(3 = 'y(3 (for all S, yE S-(X)). 

Let x, yEX, with x y, and consider the map 4X, y :X --* X defined by 

x4X y= yOX, y = y, z4 y=z 
(otherwise). 

Then cx, y E S-(X) and 

xa = ya iff 0X 
ya = l. a 

i. e., iff OX 
y(3 = 1. ß (since a I, * ß) 

i. e., iff x(3 = y(3. 

Thus aoä 1=ßoß-1. 

(2) Certainly if im a= im ß then (a, (3) E Z(T(X)) and so (a, (3) E Z*(S-(X)). 

Conversely, if ((x, j3) e Z*(S-(X)) then (by Lemma 1.2.1) 

a8 = ay iff ßS = ßy ('d8, yE S-(X)). 
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Let XEX\ {xmin } (if Xmin exists) and let ttX (in S-(X)) be defined by 

xltX = X0 <x, Yltx =y (Y * x). 

Then 

x sý im a iff aitx = a. 1 

i. e. iff (371, ß = ß. 1 (since aZ* ß) 

i. e. iff x0 im P. 

Hence im a= im ß, since xm; n e im an im (3 (if xmin exists).   

3. The isomorphism theorem 

A natural partial order Sp on S-(X) is given by 

a <_p (3 if and only if xa S x(3 (for all xE X). 

For a given xEX, define an element EX E S-(X) by 

zex =z (for all z<_ x) and zcx =x (otherwise). 

Then clearly EX E E(S-(X)) and im ex is a principal order-ideal of X (in the sense 

that rE im £X and q: 5 rqE im ex) generated by x. Moreover, ex is the unique 

largest element in L* under the partial order <_p. Notice that if im a is a proper 
ex 

order-ideal which is not principal then La does not have a greatest element. 

Let 

B(X) = {EX: RE X). 

Then the following result is evident 

Lemma 6.3.1. B(X) - X. 

Proof. Let x, yEX and EX, Cy E B(X). Then clearly e <_p ey if and only if 

x5y, so that the map e, { --) x is an isomorphism.   

Lemma 6.3.2. Let EX E B(X) and let c be an idempotent in L. Then 

E E(S-(X)) for all 71 E E(S"(X)). 
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Proof. Let 1V E E(S-(X)); then xrI = xT12 for all xEX. However, for all 

ze im ex 

ZC71=ZT1 

= (zT1)£ 

=(zllc)tl 

= (z)Tle1l 

= Z(c1j)2; 

(z. £=z) 

(zfl :9 z) 

(zflc=zi) 

for all zo im c,, 

ZETI = y11 

= (YTl )E 

= (yllE)rl 

_ (zc)11crl 

= z(ET1)2. 

(zE=y: 9 x) 

(YT1 :5 Y) 

(Yr1 £= Y11) 

Thus £E E(S-(X)) as required.   

Lemma 6.3.3. Let f: S-(X) --> S_(Y) be an isomorphism and let c be an 

idempotent in L£ L. Then im E is an order-ideal of X if and only if im (cf) is an 
X 

order-ideal of Y. 

Proof. Suppose that im c is an order-ideal and im (cf) is not. Then there 

must exist yl, y2 EY with yi < Y2 such that y2 E im (Ef) and yi im (ef). Define 

71f E E(S-(Y)) by 

Y2(tlf) = yt and y(r f) =y (otherwise). 

Then clearly (Ef)(llf) e E(S-(Y)) since 

yl(ef)(rlf) <_ yi(Ef) < yi and yl E im (Ef)(rf). 

However, Eil, the preimage of (ef)(Ilf)) belongs to E(S-(X)) (by Lemma 6.3.2), 

which is a contradiction as the image (under an isomorphism) of an idempotent must be 

an idempotent. Therefore if im c is an order-ideal then im (Ef) must be an order-ideal 

also, and vice-versa.   
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Lemma 6.3.4. Let f: S-(X) -* S-(Y) be an isomorphism. Then 

B(X)f = B(Y). 

Proof. By Lemmas 6.2.4 & 6.3.3 and the fact that e, is the unique largest 

element in L£ , it is clear that 

(L* )f = L* 
Ex EY 

for some ey e B(Y). Hence (B(X))f = B(Y) as required.   

Thus we now have the main result of this section: 

Theorem 6.3.5. Let S-(X) and S-(Y) be as defined in (1.1). Then the 

following are equivalent: 

(1) X and Y are isomorphic as ordered sets; 

(2) S-(X) is isomorphic to S-(Y). 

Proof. (1) implies (2) is obvious. 

(2) implies (1). Suppose that S-(X) = S-(Y). Then from Lemmas 6.3.1 & 6.3.4 we 

have 

X B(X) = B(Y) =y 

as required.   

An immediate consequence of this result is 

Corollary 6.3.6. Let S-(X) and S+(Y) be as defined in (1.1) & (1.2) 

respectively. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) X and Y are order anti-isomorphic; 

(2) S-(X) is isomorphic to S+(Y). 

Remark 6.3.7. Results for S+(Y) could be deduced from those for S-(X), 
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where X and Y are anti-isomorphic. 

4. Abundant semigroups 

The following lemma is proved for the finite case in [27] and no essential use 

is made of the finiteness of X. 

Lemma 6.4.1. [27, Lemma 2.1]. Let aE T(X). Then a is an idempotent 

if and only if every block of a is stationary, i. e., if and only if tE to-1 for all 

tE im a. 

Lemma 6.4.2. Let a r= S-(X). Then a is an idempotent if and only if 

(for all te im (x), t= min (x :x r= tot. 1}. 

Proof. By Lemma 6.4.1 a is an idempotent if and only if te t( x-1 for all 

tE im a, 

i. e., iff (for all tE im a) t= min {x: xe tot 1}, 

since tE tcC 1 and xE ta= 1 implies that x> xa = to = t.   

Hence an immediate consequence of Lemmas 6.2.4 & 6.4.2 is that S-(X) 

need not be an abundant semigroup for an arbitrary chain since xa-1 need not contain 

a least element (for some xE im a). Therefore our aim now is to find under what 

condition(s) is S-(X) abundant. 

A subset B of X is said to be left-bounded if there exists xEX such that 

x< b for all bEB. A right-bounded set is defined dually. A totally ordered set Y is 

called left properly ordered if every left-bounded subset of Y is well-ordered. 

Examples 6.4.3. (a) Every well-ordered set is left properly ordered but not 

vice-versa as the next example shows. 
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(b) The set of integers 2 is left properly ordered but the set of reals IR is not (under 

the usual ordering). Notice that the open interval (0,1) is left-bounded by 0 but it 

does not have a minimum element. 

(c) The set 7XN (under the ordering (a, b) <_ (c, d) if and only if a <_ c or a=c and 

b <_ d) is left properly ordered but 7X2 is not under the corresponding 

(lexicographic) ordering. 

It is worth remarking that if ae S-(X) then every xa t is left-bounded, by 

the element x itself. Hence if X is left properly ordered every non-empty set xä 1 

has a least element. It is also the case that if X does not contain a least element then 

im a must be infinite for all aE S-(X). Thus we now have 

Theorem 6.4.4. Let S-(X) be as defined in (1.1). Then S-(X) is abundant 

if and only if X is a left properly ordered set. 

Proof. To show the direct half that S-(X) is abundant if X is a left properly 

ordered set, consider ae S-(X) and define e, 71 E S-(X) by 

11 xe=min(t: tE ya; ) (xE yc , yE im(X) 

yTI =x (x e im a, ye A(x)) 

where 

(y}*. A(x) = (x)*\Y 
yL) im CL 

(Notice that U A(x) = X. ) Then clearly e, TE E(S-(X)). Moreover, (E , (X) E XE ima 

IV and (ri, (x) E Z'" (by Lemma 6.2.4). Thus S-(X) is abundant. 

Conversely, if S-(X) is abundant then every It *-class contains an idempotent. 

Let B be a left-bounded subset of X. Let p be the equivalence whose only non- 

singleton class is B and consider the It *-class { (X E S-(X) :aoa: 1= p). This 

contains an idempotent E and BE = b, with bEB. Then b= min B. Thus X is a left 

properly ordered set as required.   
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From now onwards X is a left properly ordered set. And for a given 

cardinal number ý <_ IXI let 

K(JXJ, 4) aE T(X) : Jim aJ Sý} (4.1) 

K (JXJ,; ) aE S-(X) : Jim (XJ <_ E} (4.2) 

be the ideals of T(X) and S-(X) respectively. The next lemma is a genaralisation of 

Lemmas 6.2.1 & 6.2.2 and can be proved similarly. 

Lemma 6.4.5. Let ((x, (3) E K-(IXI, ý). Then 

(1) K-(IXI, ') is It-trivial; 

(2) ((x, ß) eZ if and only if im a= im ß and (z(c; -1)* = (z(3-i)* for all z in 

im a(= im P); 

(3) %=Tt and Z=A. 

Since K-(IXI, ý) contains some non idempotents then we deduce that 

Corollary 6.4.6. K-(IXI, ý) is a non-regular semigroup. 

Recall that a subsemigroup U (of a semigroup S) is said to be an inverse ideal 

of S if for all uEU, there exists u' ES such that uu'u =u and uu', u'u E U. 

Lemma 6.4.7. K-(IXI, ý) is an inverse ideal of T(X). 

Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.2.4 applies to this case since there was no 

essential use of the finiteness of X.   

Hence by Lemmas 1.2.7 & 1.2.8 and [20, Proposition 11.4.5 and Ex. II. 10] we 

deduce the following result: 

Theorem 6.4.8. K (IXI, E) is a non-regular abundant semigroup. 
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Moreover, for all a, 13 EK (IXE, E) we have 

(1) (a, (3) E L'` if and only if im a= im ß; 

(2) (a, ß) E i* if and only if ao ä-1 =ßaß-1; 

(3) (a, ß)E %*ifandonlyif ima=im(3 and a oa: 1=ßo(3-' 

To characterize J9* on K-(JXI, ý) we define the relation 4 by the rule 

((X, ß) E% iff dim (XI = Jim 01. 

Then obviously IV, L' and J9* c X. We now have the following result: 

Lemma 6.4.9. '9C = x*oö3. *oZ* =öt*oZ*o! K*=d9*. 

Proof. Suppose that (a, f) E 9C so that dim aI = Jim (31. Let 

a= 
(a' 

{, ß= (bi) (i E I) 

and let 0 be a bijection from im a onto im ß. Also let C={c; : c; = 

max(a;, a; 8) } and 

ce a{c}*. 
A(Cj)= (cj}*\ U 

c>ci 

Now define S, y by 

x8 = ai (x E A(c; )) 

xy = a; 8 (x r= A(c; )). 

Then clearly 8, 'y E K-(IXj, 4) and aZ*S 1% *yZ*ß (by Lemma 6.2.4), so that 

9CC 0 It*o. *. 

It is clear that 
z* 

On*o 
z* c y.. 

Thus 

`ý = ý* 0 l, * 0 T* 

On the other hand let D=(d; : d; = min( a;, a10) ) and define 8', Y by 
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Aib'= di, BiY = di 

respectively. Then clearly 6', yE K-(IXI, ý) and a S' ZY Ti. (by Lemma 

6.2.4), so that 

rccT. *oz*ß* 
It is clear that 

iK*oz*of. *C%. 

Thus 

X= It*oMi*olt*. 

Now from the inequalities 

ßc9"gx = z*ol%*oz*= 3 *oz*o3 *c j9* 

we deduce the result of the lemma.   

Corollary 6.4.10. Let a, ßE K-(IXI, ý). Then ((x, P) E J9 * if and only if 

eimal=Jim(3I. 

Corollary 6.4.11. K-(IXI, 90) is a *-bisimple abundant semigroup if X is 

not left-bounded. 

Proof. It follows from an ealier remark that if X is not left-bounded then 

Jim au > No, for all a (=- KC(IXJ, ý).   

Recall that the relation 1" is defined by the rule that a r* b if and only if 

J*(a) = J*(b), where J*(a) is the principal *-ideal generated by a. 

Lemma 6.4.12. Let a, 0E K-(IXE, 4). If aE J*((3) then Jim (x): 5 Jim P l. 

Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.2.12 applies to this case since there was no 

essential use of the finiteness of X.   
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Lemma 6.4.13. On the semigroup K-(IXI, ý), B* = j* 

Proof. The proof of Lemma 2.2.13 applies to this case since there was no 

essential use of the finiteness of X.   

We also observe that K-(IXE, ý) is a *-ideal since it is a union of g*-classes 

(of S-(X)). 

Finally, as in Section 11.2, we show by an example that in the semigroup 

Example 6.4.14. Let yl, Y2 EX such that yl < Y2 and I {z :z< yl }I >_ 

Mo. Define a, (3 EK (IXE, ý) respectively by 

(x (if x< yl) 
xa= j Yl (if YI <_ x< Y2) 

111 Y2 (if Y2'5 x) 

XP _x 
(if x< yl) 

Yi (if yi <_ x). 

Then clearly (im ccj = Jim 01 so that ((X, ß) E .D*. 

On the other hand for all y such that a Z* y !K*ß we must have (by Lemma 

6.2.4) 

xy = Y2 (for some x5 yl), 

so that 'y K-(IXI, 4). Thus JJ * : t- X*o It *. 

Similarly, (ß, (x) E 19 * and for all 8 such that (3 n* 8 Z* a we must have 

(by Lemma 6.2.4) 

xS = Y2 (for some x 

so that 80K (IXE, ý). Thus J9* * n* o 
V. 
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5. Rees quotient semigroups 

For a given cardinal number ý <_ IXE let K(IXI, ý) and K-(IXI, ý) be as 

defined in (4.1) & (4.2) (respectively) and let 

P(X, ýi) = K(IXI, Ei)/ K(IXI, ýi-t) (5.1) 

P -(X, 4i) =K (IXI, ýi)/ K (IXI, ýi-t) (5.2) 

where ýi is the immediate successor of ý1-1. (See [18] for a discussion about cardinal 

numbers. ) Then P(hi) is a regular [0-] bisimple semigroup whose non-zero elements 

may be thought of as the elements of T(X) of rank E; precisely. The product of two 

elements of P(ýi) is 0 whenever their product in T(X) is of rank strictly less than 

ýj. Similarly P _(Ei) is a Rees quotient semigroup whose non-zero elements may be 

thought of as the elements of S(X) of rank '; precisely. The product of two elements 

of P (ýi), is 0 whenever their product in S_(X) is of rank strictly less than ýj. We 

begin our investigation on the properties of P (ý; ) by first characterizing the Green's 

relations. 

Lemma 6.5.1. Let (a, ß) E P-(ý; ). Then 

(1) P (ý; ) is a-trivial; 

(2) ((x, I) EZ if and only if im a= im (3 and (z(x- -1)* = (z(3-1)* for all z in 

im a(= im (3); 

(3) `}ý = öt and Z=. 

Proof. (1) & (2). The proof is similar to that of Lemmas 6.2.1 & 6.2.2 

respectively. 

(3) The proof follows directly from (1) & (2).   

Lemma 6.5.2. P-(ý; ) is an inverse ideal of P(hi). 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.2.4 since there was no 
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essential use of the finiteness of X (in that proof).   

Hence by Lemma 1.2.8 and [5, Lemmas 10.55 & 10.56] we deduce the 

following result: 

Lemma 6.5.3. Let a, ßE P-(l; i) Then 

(1) ((x, ß) E IV if and only if ao a-1= ßoß-1; 

(2) (a, (3) E Z* if and only if im a= im (3; 

(3) ((x, ß) E %* if and only if ao a-1 =ßo (3-1 and im a= im 

Using the same techniques as in Section 2 we obtain a characterization of the 

relation J9* on P (ý; )" 

Lemma 6.5.4. On the semigroup P (ý; ), we have the following: 

(1) £*=n*oZ*o 'K* =Z*o K*o Zi*; 

(2) (a, ß) E J9" if and only if Jim aJ = dim 13I for all a, ßE P-(l;; ). 

Hence by Lemma 1.2.7 & 6.5.2 we have 

Theorem 6.5.5. Let P-(ý; ) be as defined in (5.2). Then P-(ýi) is a non- 

regular 0 *-bisimple abundant semigroup. 

Corollary 6.5.6. On the semigroup P-(4; ), JJ *=j*. 

6. Infinite order-decreasing partial transformations 

From some of the results obtained for the full transformation case it is shown in 

this section that we can deduce the corresponding results for the partial case using 

Vagner's result in [39]. Let P*(X) be the zero stabilizer subsemigroup of TO(X), the 
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full transformation semigroup on XO (= Xu (0) and 05x for all xE X) and let 

P(X) be the partial transformation sernigroup on X. Consider the subsernigroups of 

P(X) 

(6.1) P-(X) ={aE P(X) : (Vx e dom (x) xa < x) u 10 1 

P+(X) =1ae P(X) : (Vx e dom (x) x(x > x) u 10 1 (6.2) 

consisting of all order-decreasing and order-increasing partial selfmaps of X 

(including the empty or zero map) respectively. Also let 

PK(ý) =(aE P(X) : Jim at <_ ý) (6.3) 

PK-(t) a r= P-(X) : Jim al _< 
41 (6.4) 

PK+(ý) _ (a E P+(X) : 'im aj 5 4) (6.5) 

Thus PK-(IXI) = P_(X) and each PK (ý) is a two-sided ideal of P-(X). Now since 

PK (ý) is a two-sided ideal let 

PP(X, ýj) = PK(Ei)/ PK(ýi-i) (6.6) 

PP-(X, ýj) = PK-(ýi)/ PK-(ýi-j) (6.7) 

(where ý; is the immediate successor of ýi_1) be the Rees quotient semigroups on the 

two-sided ideals PK(ýi) and PK-(ýi) respectively. 

Lemma 6.6.1. Let P*(ý) = {a E P*(X) : Jim at S 4} and let PP*(ý. ) _ 

P*(ýi)/P*(ýi-j)" Then K-(IX°j,; ) c P*(4) and P-(XO, ýi) c PP*(ýi). 

As in Section 11.4 we now record the result of Vagner [39] (also to be found in 

[5, p. 254]). 

by 

Theorem 6.6.2. For each aE P(X), define the transformation a* of XO 

xa* 
xa (if xE dom a) 
0 (if x V- dom a) 

Then a* belongs to the subsemigroup P*(X) of V(X). 

Conversely, if ßE P*(X), then its restriction to X, (3IX = (3 n (X X X), is a 
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partial transformation of X. The domain of (3IX is the set of all x in X for which 

x(3 # 0. Then the mappings (x -) a* and (3 -) PI X are mutually inverse 

isomorphisms of P(X) onto P*(X) and vice-versa. 

From Lemma 6.6.1 and Theorem 6.6.2 we observe that the isomorphism 

a -> cc* maps PK-(ý) onto P*(ý); and PP-(ý; ) onto PP*(ý; ) since for all xE 

dom a 

xa* <_ x if and only if xa <x 

and 

xa* =0 <_ x (for all xe dom a). 

For convenience we record this as a corollary 

Corollary 6.6.3. Let 8: a -4 a* be the isomorphism defined in Theorem 

6.6.2. Then (PK (ý))e = P*(ý), (P*(ý))8-1 = PK (ý), (PP (Ei))O = PP*(ýi) and 

(PP*(i)8-i . PP (ý; ). 

Now let PS (X) be any of the semigroups PK-(ý) or PP (E; ) for some 

cardinals ýj, 4< jX(. Immediate consequences of Corollary 2.4.3 are the following: 

Theorem 6.6.4. Let PS-(X) be any of the semigroups PK-(ý) or PP*(ýi) 

for some cardinals ýj, ý5 IXI. Then 

(1) PS-(X) is ! K-trivial; 

(2) ((x, (3) EZ if and only if im a= im 0 and (z(x-l)* = (z(3-l)* for all zE 

im a ((X, ßE PS-(X)). 

Proof. (1) These follow from Lemmas 6.2.1 & 6.2.2 respectively.   

Corollary 6.6.5. On the semigroup PS-(X), %= IK and äG = 19. 
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Theorem 6.6.6. Let PS (X) be any of the semigroups PK-(ý) or PP*( ;) 

for some cardinals ýj, ý <_ IXI. Then PS-(X) is a non-regular abundant semigroup and 

for a, ß r= PS-(X) we have 

(1) ((x, ß)E 31, * if and only if aoä 1=(3oß-1; 

(2) ((X, ß) EZ* if and only if im a= im ß; 

(3) (a, (3) E %* if and only if im a= im ß and ao (X -l =ßoß-1; 

(4) (a, 1) E J9" if and only if Jim at = Jim ß1; 

(5) A *= V. 

Proof. That PS (X) is a non-regular abundant semigroup follows from 

Theorems 6.4.8 & 6.5.5; (1) & (2) follow from Theorem 6.4.8 and Lemma 6.5.3; (3) 

follows from (1) & (2); while (3) & (4) follow from Corollary 6.4.10 and Lemmas 

6.4.1 3&6.5.4.   

Remark 6.6.7. Results for PS+(X) could be deduced from the 

corresponding results for PS-(Y), where X and Y are order anti-isomorphic. 



CHAPTER 7 

ORDER-DECREASING PARTIAL ONE-TO-ONE TRANSFORMATION 

SEMIGROUPS 

1. Preliminaries 

Let X be a totally ordered set or a chain and let I(X) be the symmetric inverse 

semigroup (i. e. the semigroup of partial one-to-one transformation semigroup on X). 

Consider the subsets of I(X) 

I (X) _{aE 1(X) : (Vx E dom (x) xa <_ x) u (01 (1.1) 

I+(X) _{aE I(X) : (Vx E dom a) x(x > x) u( Q) (1.2) 

consisting of all order-decreasing and order-increasing partial one-to-one selfmaps 

(including the empty or zero map) of X respectively. For a given cardinal number ý< 

IXE, let 

L(IXJ, 4) _{aE I(X) : Jim aI S ý} (1.3) 

L (IXI,; ) _{ae 1-(X): Jim at S) (1.4) 

L+(IXI,; ) {aE I+(X) : Jim a) <_ } (1.5) 

be the two-sided ideals of I(X), I-(X) and I+(X) respectively. Then 

Lemma 7.1. L (IXE, ý) and L+(IXI, ý) are subsemigroups of I(X). 

Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.1.1 applies to this case since there was no 

essential use of the finiteness of X.   

Remark 7.2. It is easy to see that L (IXI, ý) is a full subsemigroup of 

L(IXI, ý). Hence E(L (IXI, 4)) is a semilattice. 
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2. Green's and starred Green's relations 

Lemma 7.2.1. L (IXE, 4) is JS -trivial. 

Proof. First notice that since L-(IXI, ý) is a subsemigroup of P-(X) then (by 

Theorem 6.4.4) L (IXE, ý) is 1 -trivial and for all z r= im (x 

(a, ß) E Z(L-) = im a= im ß and (z(x-i)* = (zß-1)* 

= im a= im ß and za-1 = zß-1 

= a=ß 

since a, (3 are one-to-one. Thus L (IXI, ý) is Z -trivial and the result now follows. 

Now since L (IXE, ý) contains some non-idempotents we immediately deduce 

that 

Corollary 7.2.2. L-(IXI, 4) is a non-regular semigroup. 

Lemma 7.2.3. Let a, 3E L-(IXI, i; ). Then 

(1) (a, ß) E Z* if and only if im a=im ß; 

(2) ((x, ß) e It* if and only if dom a= dom ß; 

(3) (a, ß) E %* if and only if im a= im 0 and dom a= dom ß. 

Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.2.3 applies to this case since there was no 

essential use of the finiteness of X.   

Remark 7.2.4. Alternatively, since L-(IXI, ý) is a full subsemigroup of an 

abundant semigroup, then Lemma 7.2.3 follows directly from Lemma 1.2.3. 

Lemma 7.2.5. L-(IXI, ý) is an inverse ideal of I(X). 
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.2.5 applies to this case.   

Notice that since L (IXI, E) is a full subsemigroup of I(X) then we deduce the 

following result: 

Theorem 7.2.6. Let L-(IXI, ý) be as defined in (1.4). Then L (IXI, ý) is a 

non- regular type A semigroup. 

To characterize the relation J9* we consider the relation 9C on L (IXI, ý) 

defined by the rule that 

(a, J3) E% if and only if Jim al = Jim (31, 

i. e., if and only if Odom at = Odom (31. 

Then clearly J9* c 9C. Now we show the following: 

Lemma 7.2.7. `}C =n*oZ*oR*=Z*oR*ox°i*= J9 * 

Proof. Suppose that (a, ß) E 9C so that Jim au = Jim 131. Let 

1= bi, 
l (i E I) 

and let 0 be a bijection from dom a onto dom ß. Now let C c, : c, _ 

min(ai, a; 6) } and define S, y with im S= im y=C by 

aiS = ci and ai0y = ci 

respectively. Then clearly 6, yEL (IXE, E) and a It *S äG *y Tt *ß (by Lemma 

7.2.3), so that 

CC vy*oZ*IV- 

It is clear that 

, 
*oz*on*CK. 

Thus 
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X= Vt * 

On the other hand let 8' be a bijection from im a onto im ß and let 

D={ di : d; = max(ai', a, '8')}. Now define S, y with dom 8= dom y=D by 

d; S = a; ' and d; ýy = a; '8' 

respectively. Then clearly S, yE L-(IXI, ý) and aZ*SI*y*ß (by Lemma 

7.2.3), so that 

`z c Zi*, IV, Z*. 

It is clear that 

Z* n*. Z* c %. 
Thus 

0 `k = ý* 0 Öt* *. 

Now from the inequalities 

we deduce the result of the lemma.   

Corollary 7.2.8. Let a, 0EL (IXI, ý). Then ((x, (3) eC* if and only if 

Jim al = Jim 131. 

Recall that the relation I* is defined by the rule that a*b if and only if 

J*(a) = J*(b), where J*(a) is the principal *-ideal generated by a. 

Lemma 7.2.9. Let a, (3 E L-(IXI, 4). If aE J*(ß) then Jim au _ Jim (31. 

Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.2.12 applies to this case since there was no 

essential use of the finiteness of X.   

Lemma 7.2.10. On the semigroup L-(IXI, ý), J9*= g*. 

Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.2.13 applies to this case since there was no 
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essential use of the finiteness of X.   

We observe that L (IXE, ý) is a *-ideal since it is a union of -classes 

(of Iý(X)). 

Finally (in this section) we observe that on the semigroup L-(IXI, E) 

dJ*#I%*oZ*. For some x, yE X such that x<y, let 

a=G) =(y)" 

Then clearly ((X, ß) E J9 * and if (a, ß) e 1% *oL* then there must exist ye 

such that 

alt* yZ*ý3. 

However by Lemma 7.2.3 

y= 
(y) e L-(IX1, ) so that J9 * ; I- It oZ 

Similarly, (ß, (x) E JJ 
, and if (ß, (x) ETo then there must exist SE 

L-(IXI, 4) such that 

ßz*öT *a. 

Again by Lemma 7.2.3 

(y) 
so that 19 Z 

3. The isomorphism theorem 

A natural partial order <p on I-(X) is given by 

a 5p 13 if and only if dom ac dom (3 and xa 5xß (for all xE dom a). 

For a given xEX, define an element cX E I-(X) by 

zex =z (for all z5 x). 

Then clearly Ex E E(I-(X)) and dom EX = im ex is a principal order-ideal of X 

generated by x. 

Let 

B(X)=(ex: xEX). 

Then the following result is evident 
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Lemma 7.3.1. B(X) = X. 

Proof. Let x, yEX and E,, ey E B(X). Then clearly ex <_p ey if and only if 

x< y, so that the map eX -x is an isomorphism.   

Proposition 7.3.2. Let Ra be an ß, "-class of I-(X). Then the following 

are equivalent: 

(1) dom a is an order-ideal of X; 

(2) Ra is a subsemigroup of I-(X). 

Proof. (1) = (2). Suppose that dom a is an order-ideal. Then clearly for 

all a, ße Ra, im ac dom a= dom ß (by Lemma 7.2.3), so that 

dom aß = (im (x n dom ß)a-1 = (im (x)a-1 = dom a. 

Thus aß E Ra as required. 

(2) (1). Suppose that dom a is not an order-ideal. Then there exist xl, x2 E X, 

with xl < x2 such that x2 E dom a and xl 0 dom a. However, 0 defined as 

x2ß=x1, xß=xa (xe doma\{x2}) 

(with dom dom (x) is such that dom ßa :; & dom ß, since x2 E dom ß but 

x2 0 dom ßa. Thus (3a e Ra if dom a is not an order-ideal. Hence the proof.   

An immediate consequence of the above result is that if f: I-(X) --) F(Y) is 

an isomorphism then f induces an isotone (or order-preserving) bijection :X ---> Y, 

where b(dom (x) = c(dom (af)), i. e., c maps the order-ideals of X onto the order- 

ideals of Y. In fact, it is also the case that (D maps the principal order-ideals of X onto 

the principal order-ideals of Y. To see the latter from the former, let Ic be a principal 

order-ideal generated by c and let Jc ={xeX: x< c). (Note that Jc may or may not 

be principal. ) Certainly Jc c Ic, so that 4(Je) c '(Ic). Now suppose by way of 

contradiction that c(Ie) =K is not principal. Denote (D(Je) by L. Then LcK. Let 

kl EK\L and 
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L1= (x: x<_k1) L. 

Since K is not a principal order-ideal, then there exist k2, k3, ... such that kl < k2 < 

k3 < ... and 

LcLlc L2c... cK. 

On the other hand there is no order-ideal strictly between Jc and Ic. Thus we 

have a contradiction. Hence we now have 

Lemma 7.3.3. Let f: I-(X) -4 F(Y) be an isomorphism. Then B(X)f = 

B(Y). 

Proof. Suppose that f: I-(X) -ý F(Y) is an isomorphism. Since 

(R(x)f = Raf 

and Ra is a subsemigroup if and only if Raf is a subsemigroup, it follows from 

Proposition 7.3.2 and the above remarks that 

B(X)f = B(Y) 

as required.   

Thus we now have the main result of this section: 

Theorem 7.3.4. Let I- (X) and F(Y) be as defined in (1.1). Then the 

following are equivalent: 

(1) X and Y are order isomorphic; 

(2) I-(X) is isomorphic to F(Y). 

Proof. (1) implies (2) is obvious. 

(2) implies (1). Suppose that 1(X) = F(Y). Then from Lemmas 7.3.1 & 7.3.3 we 

have 

X=B(X)=B(Y)=Y 

as required.   
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An immediate consequence of this result is 

Corollary 7.3.5. Let I-(X) and I+(Y) be as defined in (1.1) & (1.2) 

respectively. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) X and Y are order anti-isomorphic; 

(2) I-(X) is isomorphic to I+(Y). 

Remark 7.3.6. Results for I+(Y) could be deduced from those for I-(X), 

where X and Y are order anti-isomorphic. 

4. Rees quotient semigroups 

For a given cardinal number ý <_ (X( let L(IXI ý) and L-((X(, E, ) be as 

defined in (1.3) & (1.4) (respectively) and let 

Q(Si) = L(IXI, ýi)/ L(IXI, Si-1) (4.1) 

Q (ýi) = 1- (JXI, ýi)/ L (IXI, Si-i) (4.2) 

be their Rees quotient semigroups respectively. Then Q(ýi) is a [0-] bisimple inverse 

semigroup whose non-zero elements may be thought of as the elements of I(X) of 

rank E; precisely. The product of two elements of Q(ý; ) is 0 whenever their product 

in I(X) is of rank strictly less than ýj. Similarly Q (ý; ) is a Rees quotient semigroup 

whose non-zero elements may be thought of as the elements of I-(X) of rank 4i 

precisely. The product of two elements of Q-(ý; ), is 0 whenever their product in I 

(X) is of rank strictly less than ýj. First we remark that 

Remark 7.4.1. It is easy to see that Q-(ý; ) is a full subsemigroup of 

Q(4i). Hence E(Q (ý; )) is a semilattice. 

Lemma 7.4.2. Q-(E; ) is d9 -trivial. 
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Proof. Suppose that (a, ß) E V.. Then there exists S, y in Q-(ýi) such 

that aS =ß and ßy = a. However, for all x in X, 

xß = (x(X)S <_ xa, xa = (xß)y <_ xß. 

Thus xa = xß for all x in X and so a=P. Thus Q -(Ei) is It-trivial. 

Next suppose that (a, ß) E Z. Then certainly im a= im ß and there exist 

5, y in Q (ý; ) such that 

&x=ß and yß =a. 

Let ZE im a= im ß and let ye (za 1)*. Then y >_ y' = zog 1 and 

y'yß=y'a=z 

so that 

y>_ y'>_ y'yE Zß-1 C (Zß-1)* 
Thus (zä 1)* c (zß-1)* . Similarly we can show that 

(zP-1)* (za 1)*. 

Therefore 

(za; 1)* = (zß-1)*, 

and hence 

zc 1= Zß-I 

since a, 0 are one-to-one. However this implies that a=ß. Thus Q_(4i) is Z- 

trivial. The result follows.   

Lemma 7.4.3. Q-(ý) is an inverse ideal of Q(ý). 

Proof. For a given aE Q-(ýj) define a' by 

xa' = xa-1 (for all xE im a). 

Then clearly aa'a = a. Moreover, for all xE im a 

xa'a = x. 

And for all x 

xaa' = (xa)a-1 = x. 

Thus a'a, aa' E Q-(ýj) since Jim a'i = Jim aI. It now follows that Q (ý; ) is an 
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inverse ideal of Q(Ei) as required.   

Hence by Lemmas 1.2.7 & 1.2.8 and the analogues (to the partial one-to-one 

case) of [5, Lemmas 10.55 & 10.561 we deduce the following result: 

Theorem 7.4.4. Let Q-(ý; ) be as defined in (4.4). Then Q -(4i) is a type A 

semigroup. Moreover, for all a, 0EQ (ý; ) we have 

(1) (a, (3) EV if and only if im a= im ß; 

(2) (a, ß) E Öff. * if and only if dom a= dom (3; 

(3) ((x, (3) E %* if and only if im a= im ß and dom a= dom (3. 

Using the same techniques as in Section 2 we obtain a characterization of the 

relation J9 * on Q-(ýi). 

Lemma 7.4.5. On the semigroup Q (ý; ), we have the following: 

(1) J *=R*oxi*0Tt* =Z*O. K*0M*, 

(2) (a, (3) E 19* if and only if Jim ai = Jim PI for all a, (3 E Q-(ý; ). 

Hence we have 

Theorem 7.4.6. Let Q-(ý; ) be as defined in (4.2). Then Q (ý; ) is a non- 

regular 0 *-bisimple type A semigroup. 

Corollary 7.4.7. On the semigroup Q-( ; ), JJ *= g*. 
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APPENDIX 

r 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 EJ*(n, r) 

1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 
3 1 4 1 6 
4 1 11 11 1 24 
5 1 26 66 26 1 120 
6 1 57 302 302 57 1 720 

Table 1. Eulerian numbers 

r 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 Esh(n, r) 

1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 
3 1 3 2 6 
4 1 6 11 6 24 
5 1 10 35 50 24 120 
6 1 15 85 225 274 220 720 

Table 2. Complementary signless Stirling number of the first kind 
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r 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 ES(n, r) = Bn 

1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 
3 1 3 1 5 
4 1 7 6 1 15 
5 1 15 25 10 1 52 
6 1 31 90 75 15 1 203 

Table 3. Stirling number of the second kind and the Bell's number 

r 
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 Esh(n, r) 

1 2 2 
2 4 2 6 
3 8 12 4 24 
4 16 48 44 12 120 
5 32 160 280 200 48 720 

Table 4. 

r 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 Eq(n, r) 

1 1 1 
2 3 1 4 
3 5 6 1 12 
4 7 14 10 1 32 
5 9 25 30 15 1 80 
6 11 39 65 55 21 1 192 

Table 5. 
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